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January 30, 2015
Town of Banff
110 Bear Street
Box 1260
Banff, AB
T1L A1A

Attention: Chad Townsend, Environmental Coordinator

Dear Mr. Townsend,
Re: Town of Banff Final Trails Master Plan
LEES+Associates is pleased to submit the Final Trails Master Plan to the
Town of Banff. We have incorporated a wide range of background information,
trends and best practices, empirical observations, and input through multiple
consultation methods to develop this plan. It represents a distillation of these
inputs into what we hope is a concise and clear plan that will set the stage for
successful implementation over the next 10 years.
It has been a pleasure working with you, staff, the Steering Committee, Mayor
and Council, and the public on the development of this plan.
Thank you for the opportunity to work together.
Yours Truly,

Erik Lees, RPP, BCSLA
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INTRODUCTION
Town of Banff - Trails Master Plan

The Town of Banff has a robust trails network that facilitates a wide variety
of activities, serves both locals and visitors to the Town. The trails network
provides linkages to destinations within the Town as well as the surrounding
Banff National Park. While the surrounding National Park trails offer a
backcountry, wilderness experience, the trails within the Town are decidedly
more urban and multifunctional.
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1.1.1 PLAN GOALS
The following goals were identified early on with the Project Steering
Committee, were confirmed with stakeholders and Council, and guided the
development of this plan:










Develop a plan that is supported by Council, stakeholders, and the
public;
Encourage active commuting, particularly during summer months;
Improve connectivity, particularly to key destinations;
Improve wayfinding and communications;
Improve the Town’s understanding of trail use statistics;
Improve visitor experiences;
Formalize trail use regulations, trail type classifications, and
designated uses;
Improve all-season use of trails, and
Identify key capital projects, costs and timelines.

1.1.2 BACKGROUND REVIEW
The Trails Master Plan was developed in the context of existing plans, policies
and trails data. The following were the primary background sources of
information that were reviewed and incorporated into the plan:








Banff Community Plan
Transportation Master Plan
Lands Adjacent to the Town of Banff
Banff Trail and Open Space Study 1992
Town of Banff Traffic Bylaw
Banff Municipal Census 2014
Town of Banff trails database, maps (GIS) and trail counter data
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As part of the background review, policies and plans from Parks Canada were
also reviewed, including the trails classification standards and a draft of a new
signage and wayfinding manual.
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1.1.3 CONSULTATION PROCESS
The consultation process for this Trails Master Plan included a variety of
strategies including: a stakeholder focus group workshop, interviews with
key stakeholders, public open house, a public online questionnaire, and
publicity via articles in the Crag & Canyon, social media, and direct outreach
to stakeholders.
Stakeholders: The stakeholders consulted included representatives from
several local horse and cycle related businesses, Parks Canada, Banff/Lake
Louise Tourism, and the Bow Valley Naturalists. Six representatives attended
a stakeholder focus group workshop, some were contacted for interviews, and
some sent in written comments.
Public Questionnaires: Two public questionnaires were conducted – one during
the initial information gathering stage and one during the review of the Draft
Master Plan. During the first online public questionnaire, public engagement
included posting the questionnaire to the Town’s website and also conducting
outreach at the industrial compound, Banff Centre, and Cascade Mall, and the
weekly farmer’s market with iPads to collect public survey responses. The
second questionnaire to gather feedback on the Draft Master Plan was posted
to the Town’s website along with the Draft Report; it was also made available
in hard copy and on iPads at the Open House. The full results of the public
questionnaires are provided in Appendix B.
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Draft Master Plan Review: The Draft Master Plan was posted to the Town’s
website and a public Open House was held on November 26, 2014. Public
questionnaires to gather feedback and gauge public support for the plan were
made available at the Open House.
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1.1.4 SUMMARY OF RELATED PLANS AND POLICIES
Town of Banff Municipal Census (2014)
Banff has one of the highest rates of active commuting in Canada. Key findings
from the municipal census include:
 Over 60% of Banff residents walk or cycle to work in the summer.
 In winter, the favoured commuting mode is walking: 44% of Banff
residents walk to work in the winter.
Town of Banff: 2012 Transportation Master Plan Update (TMPU)
In 1998, the Town of Banff completed an Integrated Transportation Master
Plan. Following significant changes in visitors, transit service, parking demands
and trail system linkages for active modes, the Town hired Bunt & Associates
to conduct a Transportation Master Plan Update (TMPU) in 2012. An impetus
for this update was the emergence of initiatives, such as the Banff Community
Plan 2009, that sought to enhance and integrate active (non-auto) modes
of transportation within the Town. The TMPU is an exhaustive study and
includes short and long term recommendations on transit, traffic congestion,
goods movement and parking management. The TMPU key findings that are
directly relevant to this Trails Master Plan are those related to active modes of
transportation. These are summarized below.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the key findings from the TMPU was that the current road network
(specifically the key roadways) within the Town of Banff has sufficient capacity
to accommodate typical summer weekend traffic and pedestrian/bicycle
volumes, however during peak long weekend periods the road network is
operating at capacity with long queues and delays. It is important to point out
that by improving trail infrastructure and making active modes of transportation
an attractive alternative, the Town can help to reduce the amount of traffic on
key roadways and reduce vehicle parking demand.
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The good news is that the Town of Banff is an ideal candidate for future walking
and cycling growth. Many residents and visitors already participate in active
transportation; walking and cycling account for 50% of local person trips and
nearly 45% of visitor person trips. In addition to being a cultural fit, the Town
has physical features that make a vibrant active transportation network viable.
The small footprint of the Town makes walking and cycling accessible to a
range of people. The traditional, interconnected grid street network and short
block sizes make walking and cycling easier. In addition, the existing active
transportation routes provide connectivity to key town destinations and create
a framework to build upon.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan

Recommended Pedestrian Improvements in the TMPU:
 Construct a pedestrian bridge across the Bow River;
 Consider “Pedestrian Only” trails such as the Bow River/Townsite
Loop and the Bow Falls Trail;
 Consider Bear Street as a candidate for a traffic calmed or Woonerf/
shared street design, and
 Upgrade pedestrian amenities on Banff Ave Laneway (parallel and to
the west of Banff Ave).
Recommended Cycling Improvements in the TMPU:
 Construct a bicycle bridge across the Bow River;
 Expand the bicycle corral concept to other parts of Town;
 Extend and improve the Legacy Trail;
 Look for opportunities to create a bicycle rest area, and
 Consider improved cycling facilities on Wolf Street and on Bow
Avenue.
Banff Trail and Open Space Study, 1992 (TOSS)
The previous Trail and Open Space Study was conducted by Gardner
Associates Ltd and Landplan Associates Ltd. The study was composed of a
comprehensive list of trail and open space projects divided into three priority
groups with estimated costs provided for each project. The study also included
trail definitions and standards for: bike trails, bike lanes, bike routes, pedestrian
trails, pedestrian routes and horse trails.

1 INTRODUCTION

As this study is now 20 years old a number of projects have already been
completed. For projects that have not been completed, priority rankings and
estimated costs will no longer be relevant. Trail standards are also in need of
updating as new best management practices are available. This Trails Master
Plan includes an updated list of priority projects with cost estimates and revised
trail definitions and standards.
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Lands Adjacent to the Town of Banff Final Report (LATB)
The LATB report was developed as a human use management strategy to
compliment the Banff National Park Management Plan. The recommendations
were developed by an advisory group made up of various stakeholders in
2005. The following points were extracted from the LATB report as they
are most relevant to this Trails Master Plan. Some of the recommendations
are included within this report as Action Items, as they have not yet been
implemented. Others listed here are outside the jurisdiction of the Town, but
could be considered partnership opportunities with Parks Canada and other
stakeholders.
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Top Key Actions:
 Improve communications for visitors. This includes orientation and
directional information via signs and maps, including maps for
distribution by businesses (Implementation 8.5);
 A structure for safe, multi-use crossing of the TCH and CPR (General
1.2.1);
 A trail from Vermilion Lakes to the Five Mile interchange (Vermilion
Lakes 5.2.7);
 A “ring” trail around the Town of Banff (General 1.2.6);
 Trail and site hardening where needed (e.g. Marsh Loop, Hoodoos,
riverside trail east of Tunnel Mountain) (General 1.2.6);
 Trail connection from the Town of Banff to the crossing structure
(Tunnel Mountain 7.2.2);
 Tunnel Mountain trail system (Tunnel Mountain 7.2.5);
 Commuter trail between Banff and Canmore (General 1.2.6 and
Tunnel Mountain 7.2.8);
 Improved trails from the Upper Hot Springs area to the Banff Springs
Hotel and the Town of Banff (Sulphur/Sundance 6.2.6); and
 Improved trailhead facilities (including washrooms, information)
(General 1.2.6 and 1.2.7 and Key Action 1 in each section).
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Implementation:
 Develop a communication plan, in association with the Town of Banff,
the Province of Alberta and stakeholders, to provide coordinated
information, including directional, educational, interpretive and
recreational opportunity information.
Trails
 Improve trail connectivity by linking existing trails and by providing
new links where needed and ecologically feasible;
 Provide a multi-use family oriented “ring” trail around the Town of
Banff by linking existing trails and by providing new links where
needed and ecologically feasible; include a connector to Tunnel
Mountain campgrounds;
 Work with the Town of Banff and trail user groups to develop a trail
classification system;
 Manage trails for multiple uses unless there are safety or
environmental reasons for limiting and/or separating uses;
Town of Banff Trails Master Plan






Incorporate signage indicating trail etiquette, trail classification and
use restrictions;
Provide more trails, to cater to a broader range of users, including
some that allow for mobility-challenged visitor access;
Ensure adequate ongoing maintenance of trails and related
infrastructure; and
Provide trail and surface hardening where required to maintain
visitor experiences and environmental protection (e.g. Marsh Loop,
Hoodoos).

Signs:
 Provide accurate and comprehensive trail information, including
distances, degree of difficulty and geographic context;
 Provide comprehensive information about ecological characteristics
and cultural heritage features;
 Design a sign plan and map system in conjunction with the Town of
Banff and user groups and consistent with contiguous parks; and
 Where closures or restrictions are implemented, provide explanatory
material.
Horses:
 Eliminate trail conflicts between commercial horse operations and
other users; and
 Ensure appropriate construction, maintenance and licensing
standards for trails which are used by commercial operations.
Town of Banff Traffic Bylaw
The existing traffic bylaw governs control and management of highways, the
definition of which currently includes sidewalks and trails. The bylaw places
restrictions on the operation of vehicles and bicycles specifically, along with
limited restrictions for people on roller skates, roller blades, skateboards,
sleds, skis, roller skis, a toy vehicle, tricycle and horses.

Due to the lack of clear definitions of sidewalks and trails within the current
bylaw, the following are the primary challenges identified:
 Section 38 currently prohibits bicycles on “sidewalks”, which should
be separately defined from trails;
 Section 41 prohibits numerous uses on any portion of any Highway,
the definition of which currently includes sidewalks and trails;
 Horses are currently only prohibited on “Sidewalks, footpaths,
walkways and boulevards”, but no mention is made of highways or
trails, and
 There is no requirement for commercial operators to obtain a permit
or enter into an agreement with the Town for use of trails.
Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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The limitation of the current traffic bylaw is that it does not explicitly or clearly
define trails or regulate trail use. The primary challenge identified is the
overlapping definitions of highways, sidewalks and trails. There is also no
map showing trails designated for horse use.
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CURRENT TRAILS SYSTEM

2.1 OVERVIEW
The existing network of “official” trails in the Town of Banff includes over 22
km of trails that are a combination of natural surface (i.e. dirt), gravel, paved,
and road shoulders. The Town recognizes three trail types: pedestrian only,
multi-use, and on-road routes (see Table 1 below). Some trails are pedestrian
short-cuts between residential streets. Others are broad trails that lead to
scenic destinations. Using the trail system often means switching between
different trail types and may include navigating vehicular intersections. Map
1 in Appendix A provides an overview of the existing trails network and key
destinations.

Existing Trail Type

Description

Existing Length

Pedestrian Only

Narrow natural surface or gravel trails; barriers to
cycling exist (i.e. stairs, trail width, grade).

1.3km

Multi-use

Varies in width and surface type; generally usable by
pedestrians and cyclists; some trails allow horses or
are primarily horse trails.

11.5km

On-road

Designated cycling routes; cyclists are expected to
ride with traffic or on the road shoulder; conditions
and width vary.

9.6km

Nearly all the trails in the Town were assessed on-site to identify issues
and opportunities and to help determine appropriate trail classifications and
SITE assessment
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
standards. Trail
worksheets
are included
in AppendixNOVEMBER
E.

ADT*

CPR

4,154

3,186

4,324

3,318

123

Middle Springs

9,723

8,048

6,883

5,894

253

Bow Falls Trail

24,054

17,878

9,980

4,373

475

Banff Centre/
St.Julien Road

12,785

14,613

18,023

18,836

522

Bow River West

26,006

21,171

12,222

6,052

551

Bow River East

31,600

22,771

15,054

6,997

648

Pedestrian
Bridge

60,325
44,821
34,175
19,471
Town of Banff Trails Master Plan

1,339
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Table 1: Summary of Existing Trails
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Figure 2: TrafX Counter Locations
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2.2 TRAIL USE STATISTICS
In order to gain a better understanding of the volume of users on the existing
trails network, five trail counters were installed at key points (Figure 2):
 Along the Bow River Trail in Downtown;
 Along the Bow Falls Trail near the pedestrian bridge;
 On the way to the Banff Centre on St. Julien Road;
 On the trail to Middle Springs that connects through Cascade
Gardens/Parks Canada Administration grounds; and
 On the north side of the CP railway near the industrial compound.
In addition to the trail counters installed specifically for this plan, the Town
of Banff currently has four counters collecting information which has been
incorporated into this plan. The Town’s counters are at the following locations
(also shown on Figure 2):
 Along the Bow River Trail east of Banff Avenue;
 At the north end of the Pedestrian Bridge; and
 At two locations on the Banff Avenue Bridge (on the east and west
sidewalks).

2 CURRENT TRAILS SYSTEM

Data was collected using TrafX counters, which use infrared sensors that
register a count each time someone passes the sensor. The sensors do not
identify the difference between pedestrians, bikes, or horses. If people walk
side-by-side, only a single count will register. The data collected does provide
strong evidence of the importance of trails and information about the relative
volumes and timing of trail users at these locations. The data collection
period began on August 1, 2014 and was completed on November 26, 2014.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Pedestrian Only

Narrow natural surface or gravel trails; barriers to
cycling exist (i.e. stairs, trail width, grade).

1.3km

Multi-use

Varies in width and surface type; generally usable by
pedestrians and cyclists; some trails allow horses or
are primarily horse trails.

11.5km

On-road

Designated cycling routes; cyclists are expected to
ride with traffic or on the road shoulder; conditions
and width vary.

9.6km

2.3

TRAIL COUNTER DATA

Table 2: Trail Use Count Master Summary
AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

ADT*

CPR

4,154

3,186

4,324

3,318

123

Middle Springs

9,723

8,048

6,883

5,894

253

Bow Falls Trail

24,054

17,878

9,980

4,373

475

Banff Centre/
St.Julien Road

12,785

14,613

18,023

18,836

522

Bow River West

26,006

21,171

12,222

6,052

551

Bow River East

31,600

22,771

15,054

6,997

648

Pedestrian
Bridge

60,325

44,821

34,175

19,471

1,339

Banff Ave
Bridge West

81,810

72,587

60,323

30,555

2,089

Banff Ave
Bridge East

212,984

104,816

119,200

56,317

4,211

Totals

463,441

463,441

280,184

151,813

10,211
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TOTAL TRAIL COUNT NUMBERS BY MONTH







Trail use was highest in the month of August for 7 out of 9 of the
counter sites (Figure 3). Trail use was highest in November for the
Banff Centre trail and October for the CPR trail (Figure 3).
The Banff Ave Bridge and Pedestrian Bridge have significantly
higher total trail use numbers than the other trails because they
are pinch points and users on the other trails are more dispersed
(Figure 4). The success of the newly constructed pedestrian bridge,
in combination with the extremely high counts at all three bridge
counters supports the need for an additional pedestrian bridge
crossing to reduce congestion and improve the pedestrian and cyclist
experience.
The highest monthly trail count number was for the Banff Ave Bridge
East in August at 212,984 trail users (Figure 4).
The highest monthly trail count number (excluding bridges) was for
the Bow River East trail in August at 31,600 trail users (Figure 4).
The lowest monthly trail count number was for the CPR trail in
November at 3,318 trail users (Figure 4).

Total Trail
Counter
Numbers
by Month
Figure 3: Total Trail Count
Numbers
by Month
(excluding
bridges)
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The Banff Ave Bridge and Pedestrian Bridge have significantly higher
daily trail use numbers than the other trails (Figure 5).
75% of the daily average trail counts were on the Banff Ave and
Pedestrian Bridge and 25% were on the other trails. The pedestrian
bridge is well used with 13% of the daily average trail counts and
1,339 daily average users (Figures 6 and 7).
The highest daily average trail count was the Banff Ave Bridge East
with 41% of the counts and 4,211 daily average users (Figure 5).
The highest daily average trail count (excluding bridges) was the Bow
River East with 25% of the trail counts for trails excluding bridges,
and 648 daily average users (Figure 5). The Bow River West, Banff
Centre and Bow Falls trails followed closely all at 21%, 20% and 19%
respectively (Figure 5).
The trail with the lowest daily average trail was the CPR trail with 5%
of the trail counts for trails excluding bridges, and 123 daily average
users (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Comparison ofDaily
Daily Average
Counts by Trail
AverageTrail
TrailUse
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Figure 6: Comparison of Daily Average Trail Use Counts by Trail
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Figure 7: Daily Average Trail Users on Bridges and Other Trails
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TRAIL USE BY DAY OF WEEK AND TIME OF DAY
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Most trails and bridges are more heavily used on weekends with the
exception of Banff Centre (which peaks on Friday) and the CPR trail
(Figure 5).
The highest trail count daily averages were on the Banff Ave Bridge
East on Sunday (5,229) and Saturday (5,089) (Figure 6).
Thursday was the day with the lowest daily trail count for 6 out of 9 of
the counter sites.
For most of the trails and bridges, use increased throughout the day
and peaked in the afternoon between 2:00pm and 5:00pm (Figure 7).
The Bow Falls and Bow River West trails peaked at noon (Figure 7).
The Banff Centre trail peaked twice, once in the morning at 8:00am
and again at 5:00pm (Figure 7).
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Figure 8: Trail Use Counts by Day of the Week (excluding bridges)
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Figure 9: Trail Use Counts
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Figure 10: Trail Use Counts by Trail
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Trail Counter (1) Banff Centre / St. Julien Road
A trail counter was installed on the west side of St. Julien Road, across from
the Tunnel Mountain Trailhead parking lot. St. Julien Road is the main route to
the Banff Centre from points north and for those commuting by bike.

2 CURRENT TRAILS SYSTEM

Key Findings:
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Banff Centre / St. Julien Road Trail Counter

The Banff Centre trail counter recorded almost 13,000 counts in the
month of August.
Counts did not decline in September, as seen at other locations. In
fact, the totals increased by 47% from August to November.
This was one of only two locations that saw greater use during the
week than on the weekends, and counts at this location were fairly
steady across the weekdays.
The peak use for the trail was on Fridays, with an average daily traffic
count of 606 recorded.
These findings indicate that users of this on-road route are more
likely to be commuters and not tourists, as the pattern of use is more
consistent with local commuter patterns.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan

Trail Counter (2) Bow Falls
The Bow Falls Trail counter was installed at a known high-use location near the
south end of the pedestrian bridge, toward Bow Falls. The trail at this location
likely serves a variety of visitors and locals including visitors heading to see
Bow Falls, recreational trail users, commuters, and Holiday on Horseback staff
bringing horses to the Banff Springs Hotel corral.
Key Findings:



The Bow Falls trail counter recording over 24,000 counts in the month
of August and counts declined to about 4,400 in November.
The peak use for the trail is on Saturdays, with an average daily traffic
count of 723.

Bow Falls Trail Counter

Trail Counter (3) Bow River West
The trail counter was located on the Bow River Trail approximately halfway
between Central Park and the Canoe Dock. This trail is highly used by visitors
due to its location in Downtown, the adjacency to Central Park and the Bow
River, and its accessibility (paved and flat).
Key Findings:




The Bow River Trail West recorded the second highest levels
of trail counts (when bridges were excluded) with about 26,000
counts recorded in the month of August, declining to about 6,000 in
November.
The peak use for the trail is on Saturdays, with an average daily traffic
count of 794.

Bow River Trail Counter

The trail counter was located on the Bow River Trail between Banff Avenue
and the Pedestrian Bridge and was installed and operated by the Town of
Banff. This part of the trail is highly used and surprisingly had higher average
daily use than the Bow River Trail West. This may be because it is more
widely used by both visitor and residents, while the section of the Bow River
Trail within Central Park may be primarily a visitor trail. Another factor is that
it is the main connection between the Pedestrian Bridge and Banff Avenue.
Key Findings:



The Bow River Trail East recorded the highest levels of trail counts
(when bridges were excluded) with 31,600 counts recorded in the
month of August, declining to about 7,000 in November.
The peak use for the trail is on Saturdays, with an average daily traffic
count of 917.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Trail Counter (4) Bow River East
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Trail Counter (5) CP Rail / Industrial Compound
The trail counter was located on the north side of the CP Railway at the
industrial compound. This is a sensitive location because locals cross the CP
Railway illegally at-grade as a shortcut to the industrial compound, which is a
significant employment hub for the Town. This is not a designated, signaled
crossing and therefore poses a severe safety risk and CP Rail has issued fines
for those crossing illegally.
Key Findings:

CP Rail / Industrial Compound Trail Counter
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The CP Rail trail had the lowest levels of trail counts with a high of
about 4,300 in October and a low of about 3,200 in September.
This was one of only two locations that saw greater use during the
week than on the weekends, and counts at this location were fairly
steady across the weekdays.
The peak use for the trail was on Mondays, with an average daily
traffic count of 145 recorded.
The pattern of use is consistent with local commuter patterns, and it is
well known that locals use this location as a commuting shortcut.
The number who commute on foot compared to bike is unknown. For
pedestrians who use the road network rather than this shortcut, the
route to the industrial compound via Banff Avenue to Hawk Avenue
can lengthen commuting time by 30 minutes (measured from Banff
Ave/Marmot Crescent to the end of Hawk Avenue). For cyclists, the
additional time is approximately 10 minutes.
The route to the industrial compound along Banff Avenue lacks an
adequate shoulder, path or trail along the west side of the road.
While the Legacy Trail is located on the east side, there is no
pedestrian crossing at the industrial compound.
There is no transit stop at the official road entrance to the industrial
compound. The first transit stop coming into Banff from Canmore is
at Banff Avenue and Marmot Crescent, which discourages incoming
commuters from using the roads and official CP Rail crossing, as the
short cut is the faster and more pleasant alternative.

Trail Counter (6) Middle Springs
A trail counter was installed in Middle Springs near the gate located between
the neighbourhood and Cascade Gardens/Parks Canada Administration
Grounds. This trail primarily serves locals going from the neighbourhood to
a variety of locations (work, shopping) or for recreation. There are multiple
trails in the neighbourhood, but most converge into this main trail. The 2014
municipal census counted 758 people live in the Middle Springs area (Division
13). There are also an additional 620 people in the adjacent Valleyview
neighbourhood (Division 12), some of whom may use this trail.
Key Findings:


The trail counter recorded nearly 10,000 counts in the month of
August and declined to nearly 6,000 in November.

Middle Springs Trail Counter
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Average daily traffic counts at this location were steady throughout
the week with a high of 277 on Saturdays and a low of 235 on
Thursdays.

Trail Counter (7) Banff Ave Bridge East
This trail counter was installed and operated by the Town of Banff and is
located to count pedestrian movement across the Banff Avenue Bridge via the
sidewalk on the east side. While destinations on the south side of Town can
be accessed by either the east or west sidewalk, the east sidewalk is most
convenient for those going to destinations such as the Banff Springs Hotel,
Bow Falls, and Sulphur Mountain.
Key Findings:






The Banff Ave Bridge East had the highest level of trail counts with
almost 213,000 counts in the month of August, declining to around
56,300 counts in November.
The Banff Ave Bridge is a significant vehicular and pedestrian water
crossing that acts as a bottleneck within the trail network, 62% of the
daily average trail use counts were on the Banff Ave Bridge (east and
west sidewalks).
Daily average traffic peaked on the weekends, with the highest count
on Sunday at 5,229.
The day of the week with the lowest average daily traffic count was
Thursday at 3,436.

This trail counter was installed and operated by the Town of Banff and is
located to count pedestrian movement across the Banff Avenue Bridge via the
sidewalk on the west side. While destinations on the south side of Town can
be accessed by either the east or west sidewalk, the west sidewalk is most
convenient for those going to destinations such as Cave and Basin National
Historic Site and the Recreation Grounds.
Key Findings:






The Banff Ave Bridge West had the second highest level of trail
counts with almost 81,800 counts in the month of August, declining to
around 30,500 counts in November.
The Banff Ave Bridge is a significant vehicular and pedestrian water
crossing that acts as a bottleneck within the trail network, 62% of the
daily average trail use counts were on the Banff Ave Bridge (east and
west sidewalks).
Daily average traffic peaked on the weekends, with the highest count
on Saturday at 2,653.
The day of the week with the lowest average daily traffic count was
Tuesday at 1,793.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Trail Counter (8) Banff Ave Bridge West
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Trail Counter (9) Pedestrian Bridge
This trail counter was installed and operated by the Town of Banff and is
located at the north end of the recently constructed pedestrian bridge (built in
2014). The bridge provides an attractive, non-motorized trail alternative to the
Banff Avenue Bridge for those crossing the Bow River.
Key Findings:
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The Pedestrian Bridge had the third highest level of trail counts
with over 60,000 counts in the month of August, declining to around
19,500 counts in November.
The Pedestrian Bridge is a significant pedestrian only water crossing
that acts as a bottleneck within the trail network, 13% of the daily
average trail use counts were on the Pedestrian Bridge.
Daily average traffic peaked on the weekends, with the highest
count on Saturday at 1,730. The addition of this bridge has clearly
alleviated a significant portion of pedestrian and cyclist traffic that was
previously limited to the Banff Avenue Bridge.
The day of the week with the lowest average daily traffic count was
Thursday at 1,118.
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2.4 PUBLIC ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE #1
The Town of Banff Trails Master Plan Questionnaire was available to the
public between September 3rd, 2014 and October 3rd, 2014 and a total of
151 people responded. Eighty percent of respondents were Banff residents,
13% were visitors and 7% were seasonal employees. A large percentage of
respondents use the trails daily (46%) or weekly (37%). The following section
of the report outlines some of the key findings. The full questionnaire results
are available in Appendix B.
Trail Users and Activities
The primary trail users are locals who use trails for recreation and commuting
and visitors who use trails for recreation or to travel to tourism destinations.
There are also tourism-based businesses who use trails (equestrian tours,
rickshaw tours).
The most popular activity on Town of Banff trails is walking and hiking (96%),
followed by cycling (80%) and trail running (54%). Also, 10% of survey
respondents use the trails for horseback riding. Other activities happening on
trails that were mentioned in the comments section included bird watching,
cross-country skiing and dog-walking.
The most popular reasons for using the trails are recreational use and exercise
(72% each).
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Figure 11: What are your TOP THREE reasons for using the trails?
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Key Destinations
The most popular destination for survey respondents was Downtown (90%),
with the next three most popular responses being Central Park, Banff Centre
and Bow Falls. When asked if any of the destinations are hard to get to by
trail, Industrial Compound, Recreation Grounds, Tunnel Mountain, Sulphur
Mountain and Cave and Basin, were mentioned frequently.
Signage and Wayfinding
Although 78% of respondents do not use maps to help them get around
the Town of Banff, of those who use maps, 67% of respondents use digital/
web based maps, highlighting the importance of digital mapping systems in
navigating the Banff trail system. Fifty-seven percent of respondents also
continue to use paper maps/brochures.
When asked to share suggestions/comments regarding signage or maps,
approximately 20% of the answers mentioned that legibility of current signage
is problematic, with signs being unclear, too small and placed too high. Others
commented that the signs and maps are outdated, that there are too many
signs and that signage is needed in the downtown core and up to Tunnel
Mountain.
Barriers to Use and Negative Impacts

2 CURRENT TRAILS SYSTEM

The top three key barriers to using the Town of Banff trails more often for
active commuting are weather, lack of grooming/winter maintenance and lack
of lighting. Interestingly, these barriers are all more closely associated with
winter trail conditions and suggest that taking actions to make trails more
appealing in the winter could increase active commuting year round. Trails are
used in the winter by 82% of survey respondents, although it is unclear how
many respondents are using them for commuting.
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Figure 12: What are the key barriers to using Town of Banff trails more
often for active commuting? (Check all that apply.)
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Trail Improvements
When asked what trail improvements would lead to more walking and biking,
the most common suggestion was lighting, followed by improved winter
maintenance, more trails and separated bike lanes. Similarly, the top three
priorities for trail improvements, according to questionnaire respondents, were
improve trail linkages, improve all-season use of trails and add new trails.
New trail connections was the most popular selection for key capital projects
(50%). An additional bridge over the Bow River and additional designated CP
rail crossings were also popular choices (49% and 46%).
Trail Activities Causing Negative Trail Experiences
The mostly common response when asked if there are any activities that
negatively impact trail experience was equestrian use, with 52% responding
yes and 48% responding no. It was the most evenly split issue demonstrating
that this is clearly a divisive issue in the community. However, approximately
46% of the comments in the written response section mentioned the problem of
horse feces on trails and approximately 22% mentioned that horses themselves
are negatively impacting the trails. Comments on equestrian use range from
unpleasant smell, ongoing maintenance issues, difficulty navigating around
horses and incompatibility of bikes and horses.
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Other negative impacts that were mentioned less frequently include, dogs,
cyclists and skateboarders. Twenty-eight percent of the responses in the
written comment section mentioned dogs and dog feces having a negative
impact on trails.
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Figure 13: Do any of the following activities negatively impact your
experience on trails in the Town of Banff?
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2.5 PUBLIC ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE #2: DRAFT
REPORT REVIEW
A second online questionnaire collected feedback from the public on a draft
version of the Banff Trails Master Plan. The questionnaire was made available
to the public at the open house at the Fenlands on November 26th, 2014 and
remained available until December 12th, 2014. A total of 41 people responded.
Of the respondents, 93% were Banff residents, 5% were visitors and 2% were
employed in Banff but live elsewhere. The following section outlines some
of the key findings; the full survey results are available in Appendix B.
ACTION ITEM AGREEMENT SCORES

2 CURRENT TRAILS SYSTEM

Ten key action items were selected by Town of Banff staff for the public to rate
their level of agreement/disagreement. The results from these questions were
analyzed and weighted to determine an agreement score for each action item
on a scale from -10 (all respondents strongly disagree) to +10 (all respondents
strongly agree). All of the action items received agreement scores above 0,
which means that, in general, the response to the action items was more
positive than negative. The table on the following page lists the ten key action
items reviewed at the public open house, and their relative agreement score.
Action 50 (Establish a trail use agreement with all commercial operators) had
the highest agreement score at 6.03, and Actions 15 and 16 (Create twoway cycling greenways) had the lowest agreement scores, at 1.05 and 1.15
respectively. The following table includes a list of the ten action items and their
agreement score.
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Table 3: Trails Master Plan Action Items Summary - Short List

Agreement
Score

Description

3

Improve on-road safety between the Recreation Grounds and the
Bow Falls Trail on Birch Avenue and Glen Avenue (i.e. under the
Banff Avenue Bridge).

3.03

4

Upgrade the defined priority trails through Middle Springs to Trail
Type 3.

3.55

15

Create a two-way cycling greenway on the southeast side of Banff
Avenue between the Legacy Trail East and the proposed Muskrat
Street greenway.

1.05

16

Create cycling greenways on Muskrat Street and Elk Street.

1.15

19

Tunnel Mtn. Road: Improve on-road conditions on the uphill
(north/east) side of Tunnel Mountain Road from Moose Street to
Tunnel Mountain Drive. Provide a 1.5m wide buffered bike lane with
a paint and bollard treatment.

3.72

20A

Buffalo Street: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre via
Buffalo Street from Muskrat Street to St. Julien Road.

3.97

20B

St. Julien Road: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre via
St. Julien Road from Moose Street to the Banff Centre

3.97

27

Add a pedestrian overpass over the CP railway between Marmot
Crescent and the industrial compound.

1.67

34

Upgrade the Bow River Trail (north side) from the pedestrian bridge
to Wolf Street to Type 1.

4.08

50*

Establish a trail use agreement with all commercial operators who
utilize trails within the Town of Banff.

6.03

57

LIGHTING - Consider lighting for Priority 1 trails that are not currently
lit (see Map 3B in Appendix A).

3.82

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
LEES+Associates
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Figure 14: Degree of Agreement with Action 50 - Establish a trail use
agreement with commerical operators
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Action 50 recommends that trail use agreements with commercial operations
be established. This would include a requirement that waste resulting directly
from their operations/events be cleaned up immediately (such as horse
manure and litter/signage from events).
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The action item that garnered the lowest level of agreement was Action
15, which had an agreement score of 1.05. The following graph shows the
breakdown of responses to Action 15. For a breakdown of responses to
all other action items see the full survey results in Appendix B.
Figure 15: Degree of Agreement with Action 15 - Provide a dedicated
two-way cycling greenway on Banff Avenue

The survey also asked respondents what their top priorities for the Trails
Master Plan are, including their top three goals and highest priority action
items. The top three goals were:
1. Increase trail network connectivity;
2. Encourage active living, and
3. Improve safety for trail users.
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Action 15 is to provide a dedicated two-way cycling route on Banff Avenue to
provide a safe connection from the Legacy Trail East to Muskrat Street (see
segment #11 identified on the map below). A traffic/parking impact study would
be required, as well as detailed planning and design work.
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When asked what actions respondents would prioritize, actions 3, 4, 16, 19,
27, 50, were all mentioned once. The four most common comments were:
1. Prioritize a pedestrian crossing over the CPR tracks at the compound;
2. Create bike lanes (Banff Ave and Marmot Street);
3. Widen the Bow River Trail, and
4. Improve safety for trail users.
The following graph shows the Trail Master Plan goals and the percent of
respondents that selected each goal as a priority.
Figure 16: Top Three Priority Goals
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The Trails Master Plan aims to address multiple goals, which are listed below.
Please identify your TOP THREE priorities.
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2.6 SUMMARY OF KEY
ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Across the spectrum of considerations including background studies, onthe-ground trail assessments, stakeholder and staff consultation, public
questionnaire responses, trends, and best management practices, a set of
key issues emerged. Map 2 in Appendix A summarizes the key issues and
opportunities with an accompanying photo page. These have also been
grouped into the following six over-arching categories which are carried
through the remainder of the report.
Making Connections
An important goal of this Master Plan is to identify gaps in the current trail
system which can be either physical absence of a trail or other physical barriers
such as trail width, surface type, or support amenities that discourage or limit
trail use. Issues were identified by defining the key destinations, identifying
the best route(s) to those destinations, and then determining if the trail system
provides an obvious, accessible, and efficient route. Improving safety along
on-road routes was also identified as a priority.
Visitor Experience
A recurring theme through the consultation phase was the need to create a trail
system that is accessible for visitors, creates high-quality experiences, and is
easy to navigate. Several highlights of the Town and surrounding National Park
are located within easy walking or cycling distance of Downtown. However,
there are no clearly defined loops within the Town and visitor navigation to key
Parks Canada trailheads is challenging.

While the Town has implemented some signage and wayfinding improvements
in recent years, the trail-based kiosks and signs need to be updated to include
features and information that have become ‘best practices’ in other jurisdictions.
The key issues identified were the need for signage at key locations, the need
to provide different (or additional) information at trailheads, kiosks, and even
along routes to confirm destinations and distances. Legibility and clarity of
signage was also identified as an issue.
Trail Policies and Bylaws
The key issues in terms of trail policies and bylaws that were highlighted
through staff and stakeholder discussions included trail etiquette issues on
multi-use trails, appropriate use of trails for different activities, and use of trails
by commercial operations.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Wayfinding and Signage
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Management and Maintenance
Nearly all trails in the Town were walked and assessed, and maintenance
concerns were also gathered from staff, stakeholders and the public. The trail
system is currently very well maintained, and condition issues were generally
attributable to the trail type not being suitable for the current uses. The primary
issues in terms of management and maintenance were around winter trail
conditions and lighting.
Partnerships
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Partnerships and coordination with Parks Canada, the Bow Valley Mountain
Bike Alliance and tourism businesses and organizations would be beneficial to
address some of the key issues throughout the trail system such as improving
access to Parks Canada trailheads and destinations, creating new visitor loops
and experiences, and improving wayfinding for cyclists to/from the Legacy
Trail and Tunnel Mountain.
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ACTION PLAN

The following series of actions are recommended to improve the Town of
Banff trail system over the next 10 years. The actions are presented by theme:
Trail Classifications; Making Connections; Visitor Experience; Wayfinding
and Signage; Trail Policies and Bylaws; Management and Maintenance; and
Partnerships. At this stage, some actions include alternative options. In these
instances, further study or consultation is required with the Town, stakeholders,
and the public prior to selecting a preferred solution.
The action items are not presented here in order of priority, as some can
happen concurrently between different categories. The Implementation Plan
includes information regarding prioritization and cost estimates.

3.1 TRAIL CLASSIFICATIONS
Action 1: Establish a trail classification system and work toward consistently
applying the trail standards based on the existing and anticipated uses.
There is currently no comprehensive classification system for the Town’s trail
system, although the existing trails database identifies the surface type and
type of use (i.e. multi-use, pedestrian, on-road, etc.). The following proposed
trail classification system identifies five different trail types, described in Table
4 and further detailed in Appendix C. These classifications are referred to
throughout the Actions in this plan. This was a recommendation in the LATB
report.
Each segment of a trail type can also be identified as: “easiest” (white circle),
“easy” (green circle) or “moderate” (blue square) according to the following
difficulty designations (Table 5). This will allow visitors to easily assess if a trail
is suitable for their level of experience, preparedness and estimated timeframe.

3 ACTION PLAN

This trail type and rating classification system has been adapted for the Town
of Banff based on several trail standard sources including Parks Canada, the
International Mountain Bike Association (IMBA), and the District of Squamish.
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Table 4: Trail Type Classification
Type 1

Type 2

Multi-use
Primary

Multi-use
Secondary

Primary visitor
experience
trails

Secondary
visitor
experience and
commuter
routes

Description

Wide, paved or
gravel, 2 way
trail,
accessible for
all users

Surface

Type 4

Neighbourhood

Greenway

On-Road
Cycling

Connector trails
enabling ease of
movement within
neighbourhoods

Streets with low
vehicle speeds
where bicycles
and pedestrians
are given priority

Designated
cycling routes
that link street
routes to shared
trail routes

Medium width,
compacted
gravel, 2 way
trail, mostly
accessible

Gravel or natural
surface trails

Paved sidewalks
and on-street
bicycle routes

Paved bikes
lanes, sharrows
and shoulders

Preferred –
asphalt. Min. –
compacted
gravel

Compacted
gravel

Compacted gravel
or natural surface

Asphalt or
concrete

Asphalt

Width

3-4m

2-3m

1.5-2m

Minimum 1.5m
each way

Minimum 1.5m
each way

Cleared
Corridor
Width

Min. 2m per
side

Min. 1m per side

Min. 0.5m per side

n/a

n/a

Cleared
Height

3.5m

3.5m

2.5m

n/a

n/a

Gradient

Max 5% (8%
over short
distances)

Max 10% (1520% over short
distances)

Max 15% (20-25%
over short
distances)

n/a

n/a

Primary
Uses

Walking,
hiking, cycling,
equestrian (if
gravel)

Walking, hiking,
cycling

Walking, cycling

Walking, cycling

Cycling

Bow Falls Trail

Cave & Basin
Trail

Middle Springs
Trails

Elk Street

Buffalo Street

Function

3 ACTION PLAN

Example
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Type 5

Type 3
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Table 5: Trail Rating Classification
Very Easy

Easy

Moderate

Easy, fully accessible trail

Easy, mostly accessible trail

Moderate, some gradients and
surfaces may not be
appropriate for wheelchairs

Distance
(return)

0 – 3 km

3 – 4 km

3 – 5 km

Grade

Flat

Relatively flat

Some hilly sections

Definition

Symbol

Recommended
Experience

||||

||||

Few or no obstacles, no
stairs

Infrequent obstacles, may
have stairs

Obstacles common, may have
stairs

Little or no experience
required

Little or no experience
required

Some experience
recommended

3 ACTION PLAN

Obstacles or
Stairs
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3.2

MAKING CONNECTIONS

This section highlights specific actions to upgrade existing trails, add new trails,
and improve linkages to key destinations, particularly for residents. Creation
of a well-connected trail system will further encourage active commuting and
alternatives to personal vehicles.
3.2.1 UPGRADING EXISTING TRAILS
Action 2: Upgrade the trail from the Banff Ave Bridge through the Recreation
Grounds to Type 2 (widen to 3 meters and resurface to compacted gravel).
(Note: This Action Item is under review pending the Recreation Grounds
Master Plan.) See Appendix F for trail surface options.
Action 3: Improve on-road safety between the Recreation Grounds and
the Bow Falls Trail on Birch Avenue and Glen Avenue (i.e. under the Banff
Avenue Bridge). Provide a clearly delineated, 3 meter wide, two-way multiuse on-road route (bollards preferred, but pavement markings at a minimum).
Clearly delineate a single vehicular travel lane with yield signs allowing for
alternating one-way traffic under the bridge.

3 ACTION PLAN

Figure 17: Action 3 Map - Birch Ave and Glen Ave Improvements
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Action 4: Upgrade the key trails (see Map 3 in Appendix A) through Middle
Springs to Trail Type 3 (480 linear meters to be converted from natural
surface/wood chips to compacted gravel and widened to 2 meters to allow
for winter maintenance). Review the slope on these trails and re-grade to
accessible standards or add stairs where needed.
Action 5: Define a Type 3 neighbourhood trail (2 meter wide compacted
gravel) down to Cave Avenue from Jasper Way (length to be determined
based on the best alignment). Some informal trails exist in this area, but
wayfinding is difficult and a preferred route has not been formalized.
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Action 6: Realign the trail connection to Jasper Way in Middle Springs to
provide an accessible grade and extend the stairs to the bottom of the steep
slope. (Approximate length = 20m)
Action 7: Upgrade all staircases on Town of Banff trails to include a bike
ramp or rail. (Exceptions: high volume viewpoints such Bow Falls, where
visitors are encouraged to park bikes at bottom of stairs and visit on foot.)
Action 8: Improve the paved pathway alignment and grade on the northeast
side of the Banff Avenue Bridge between the sidewalk and the Bow River
Trail. This will help to provide a more accessible grade and reduce cyclist
speeds at this trail intersection.
Action 9: Realign the trail shortcut from Moose Street/St.Julien Road to Otter Street to an accessible grade that continues along the power line right-ofway (Note: This will likely require coordination with Parks Canada, depending
on the exact alignment). Add a powered crosswalk at the intersection of
Otter Street and Deer Street to enable a safe connection to the protected
shoulder on Otter Street.

Action 10: Consider the addition of outdoor fitness stations along the Bow
Falls or other trails, depending the use and popularity of the equipment installed at the Recreation Grounds.
Action 11: Narrow the Bow River Trail to 3 meters wide from the Canoe
Dock to Gopher Street to reduce environmental impacts and provide
consistency with other sections of the Bow River Trail; resurface the existing
asphalt (also see related Action 23).

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Figure 18: Action 9 - Existing condition at the intersection of Otter Street
and Deer Street (view north toward Tunnel Mountain).
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3.2.2 NEW TRAIL DEVELOPMENT
Action 12: Improve connections to the Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre. There are two main options that could be considered, although in the
long term both would enhance safety and flexibility of the trail and sidewalk
network:
Option 1: Construct a new paved trail connection (Type 2) from Railway
Avenue to the Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre on the east side of Mt.
Norquay Road. Connect this new section to the proposed greenway on
Elk Street (see Action 15). The new section should be Trail Type 2 (2-3m
wide, compacted gravel or paved).
Option 2: Install a powered crosswalk from the existing trail on the west
side of the road to the Fenlands. (Note: This section of the Legacy Trail
on the west side of Norquay Road is recommended for Priority 2 status
for snow removal).
Action 13: Create a paved, child-oriented bicycle/tricycle loop at the Recreation Grounds. This should coordinate with the playgrounds and would
ideally be separate from other trails and pathways. Features could include
coloured pavement and miniature stop and yield signs to help learning the
“rules of the road”. (Note: This Action is under review pending the Recreation
Grounds Master Plan).

3 ACTION PLAN

Action 14: Improve the pedestrian and multi-use trail network from Banff
Avenue to the Bow River Trail through the following actions:
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A. Work with the Whyte Museum to create a multi-use trail connection
from the intersection of Lynx Street and Bear Street through to Bow
Avenue and the Bow River Trail; include wayfinding signage.
B. Add a sidewalk on Caribou Street between Lynx and Bow Avenue.
C. Create a clearly defined pedestrian connection through the alley to
the parking lot adjacent to Town Hall connecting to sidewalks near
Nesters and Town Hall. Review existing crosswalk location on Bear St
(across from Nesters) to improve connection with existing sidewalks.
D. Add clearly defined crosswalks on Lynx Street at Caribou Street and
Bear Street, as well as on Bow Avenue at Caribou and at the proposed
new trail.
The proposed Actions are shown in blue, with existing trails in orange and
sidewalks in yellow.
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Figure 19: Action 14 Connectivity Concept
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3.2.3 ON-ROAD ROUTES
Action 15: Create a two-way cycling greenway on the southeast side of
Banff Avenue to provide a connection from the Legacy Trail East to Downtown. This action requires a traffic impact and parking study and would be
most cost-effective if coordinated with planned road works.
Option A: Create a cycling connection via Banff Avenue from the Legacy
Trail East to the Elk Street intersection.
Option B: Create a cycling connection via Banff Avenue from the Legacy
Trail East to the proposed Muskrat Street greenway.
The proposed cross section (Figure 20) can be achieved without moving curbs
or repaving; however, if a more comprehensive street cross-section re-design
was undertaken (such as reducing or removing the median or boulevards)
there would be an opportunity to consider alternative cross-sections.

3 ACTION PLAN

Figure 20: Conceptual Cross Section of Banff Avenue with a Two-Way Cycling Lane
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Examples of on-road seperated bike greenways: (1) two-way cycling lane (2) one way cycling lane (3) separated two-way cycling lane with
planters.
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Action 16: Create cycling greenways on Muskrat Street and Elk Street. This
action requires further design development, consultation and a traffic impact
study and should coordinate with planned road works and re-paving projects.
Elk and Muskrat Streets are prime candidates to create “active routes”
across the Downtown and Uptown Districts. The Elk Street Greenway would
provide east-west access to the Elementary and Secondary Schools, while
Muskrat Street Greenway would provide a key north-south connection from
the Legacy Trail to the Pedestrian Bridge.
Both streets are currently two-way roadways with parking along both sides.
The retrofitting options on the following pages should be considered to create
more cycling-friendly conditions for all abilities (especially children and youth)
along these streets.
Note: Further design guidelines for greenways are provided in Appendix C.
Figure 21: Actions 15 and 16 - Greenways Map
Proposed cycling greenway
on Banff Avenue (Action 15)

Connect to proposed trail to
Fenlands (Action 12)

Action 15 (Option A)
Action 15 (Option B)

Proposed “Park n’ Bike”
station (Action 25)

Connect to pedestrian bridge

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Proposed “Bike n’ Walk”
station (Action 24)
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Action 16 Option 1: Create a separated two-way cycling greenway
with two-way travel lanes





Reduction in on-street parking
No impact to vehicle flow
Provides the best safety and comfort for cycling
Bike lane could be seasonal (summer only) or closed for special
events using removable bollards

Figure 22: Action 16 Option 1

Action 16 Option 2: Create a two-way cycling greenway with a oneway travel lane and angled parking





Lesser reduction in on-street parking
Impact to vehicle flow
Provides the best safety and comfort for cycling
Bike lane could be seasonal (summer only) or closed for special
events using removable bollards

3 ACTION PLAN

Figure 23: Action 16 Option 2
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Action 16 Option 3: Install conventional bike lanes




Reduction in on-street parking
Improves visibility and wayfinding for cyclists
Less perceived safety and comfort than a separated bike lane

Figure 24: Action 16 Option 3

Action 17: Re-route the official ‘bike route’ with sharrows from Marmot Crescent to Cougar Street and new cyclist-oriented wayfinding signage.
Figure 25: Action 17 - Cougar Street Cycling Route

Proposed new designated
cycling route segment with
“sharrows” and signage on
Cougar Street

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Existing designated cycling
route with “sharrows” to be
abandoned
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Action 18:
Evaluate the efficiency of the existing bike sharrows pavement markings.
Consider improving the existing on-road bike network by:
 Replacing sharrows over time with bike lanes or separated treatments
to better accommodate all ages and abilities with safe and userfriendly facilities along key routes.
 Maximizing connectivity between on-road bike routes and multi-use
trails to create a seamless transition between on-road facilities and
the trails network.
Action 19: Improve on-road conditions on the uphill (north/east) side of Tunnel Mountain Road from Moose Street to Tunnel Mountain Drive. Provide a
1.5m wide buffered bike lane with a paint and bollard treatment.

3 ACTION PLAN

Figure 26: Action 19 - Banff Centre On-Road Access Improvements
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Action 20: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre. Provide a 1.5m
wide buffered bike/pedestrian lane with paint and bollards.
A. Buffalo Street from Muskrat Street to St. Julien Road (Bow River side).
B. St. Julien Road from Moose Street to the Banff Centre (Downtown
side). [Note: The trail counter on St. Julien Road logged nearly
19,000 counts in the month of November, making it one of the most
used routes outside of peak season.]
Action 21: Add a sidewalk on Moose Street from Otter Street to St. Julien
Road to address the sidewalk network gap.
3.2.4 TRAIL CLOSURES
Action 22: Definitively close the braided trails that parallel the Bow River
Trail between the pedestrian bridge and Bow Falls. These trails are negatively impacting the riparian habitat, are frequently flooded, and are difficult
and costly to maintain. Provide select access to stabilized viewpoints at the
river’s edge and restore the remaining riverbank with vegetation, fencing, and
signage denoting the restoration efforts. This can be used as an opportunity
for an environmental education campaign with interpretive signage about the
restoration efforts.
Figure 27: Action 22 - Bow River Falls Riverside Trail Closure

Provide viewpoints with
interpretive signs and
benches
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Close trail segments shown
in blue and restore riverbank
vegetation
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Action 23: Decommission and re-vegetate secondary trails off-shooting from
the Bow River Trail segment from the Canoe Dock to Gopher Street (also
see related Action 11).
3.2.5 TRAIL AMENITIES

San Francisco “Bike the Parks” rental
station. Pick-up and drop-off is provided at
public spaces throughout the City.

Action 24: Add “Bike n’ Walk” stations with covered bike parking at: (1) the
bottom of the Ken Madsen Trail, (2) a centrally located Roam transit stop, (3)
the Bow Falls Trail before the stairs sections, (4) at the Tunnel Mountain trailhead, (5) in front of Nesters, (6) at the intersection of the proposed Muskrat
Street and Elk Street greenways (triangular parcel between Beaver, Wolf and
Elk Streets), and (7) at the future Bear St woonerf. See locations on Map
3 in Appendix A. Adding bicycle rest areas and expanding the bike corral
concept to other parts of Town were both recommended in the Transportation
Master Plan.
A. Add more bike parking at key locations.
B. Add covers and kiosks with maps and trails information to “Bike n’
Walk” and “Park n’ Bike” stations.
Action 25: Add a “Park n’ Bike” node at the railway station with covered bike
parking; consider a seasonal bike rental kiosk to be operated by a local business/partnership. (See location on Map 3 in Appendix A). Adding bicycle
rest areas was also recommended in the Transportation Master Plan.
Action 26: Consider partnering with Parks Canada and a local business (or
businesses) to incorporate a performance-tracking system on one or more
trails (An example is the Grouse Grind system on Grouse Mountain in Vancouver https://www.grousemountain.com/grousegrind).

3.2.6 BRIDGES AND CROSSINGS

3 ACTION PLAN

Action 27: Add a pedestrian overpass over the CP railway between Marmot
Crescent and the industrial compound.
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In the first public questionnaire, the industrial compound was noted as a destination that is difficult to access by trail. A trail counter at this location logged
over 4,000 users in the month of October. This recommendation was also
made in the LATB report.
Covered bike parking stations.

Action 28: Add an additional pedestrian and cyclist bridge crossing over the
Bow River between Central Park and the Recreation Grounds.
This action is supported by public and stakeholder input, the trail counter
data showing the Bow River crossing as a significant pinch-point in the trail
network, a significant increase in river crossings following the 2013 opening of
the pedestrian and cyclist bridge, and past recommendations from the LATB
report. It would also contribute to meeting the goals of improving connectivity
to key destinations, improving visitor experiences, and reducing vehicle
congestion by expanding pedestrian acess and encouraging walking.
Town of Banff Trails Master Plan

3.3 VISITOR EXPERIENCE
Actions under this theme include opportunities to create clear and engaging
trail experiences for Town of Banff visitors.
Action 29: Create well-defined visitor-oriented trails that provide loops and
easy connections to key destinations and trails, both in the Town and the
LATB.
The following routes are suggested as the five primary loops which should
become the focus of trails planning and improvements for visitors. A map
showing the loops and descriptions in more detail is provided on Map 4 in
Appendix A. Create themes for each loop and incorporate new interpretive
signage.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bow River / Banff Avenue Loop
Bow Falls / Banff Springs Hotel Loop
Rec Grounds / Cave and Basin Loop
Banff Centre / Bow Falls Viewpoint Loop
Historic / Arts Loop – link historic sites and incorporate public art or
temporary art features (this loop could change over time, and so has
not been mapped).

This recommendation is supported by the recommendation in the LATB:
“Provide more trails to cater to a broader range of users, including some that
allow for mobility-challenged visitor access”.
Action 30: Create a communications strategy for the visitor loops which
could include:




Brochures with maps highlighting the primary loops;
Mirror the information on upgraded signage. Consider using colour
coding (on maps, signs, and pavement) and symbols to facilitate
multi-lingual use;
Coordinated smartphone / mobile device compatible website with
maps and expanded information, and
Annual publication of trail use counts on the Town website,
highlighting the success of key trails and visitor loops.

Action 31: Create clear and focused wayfinding to key Parks Canada
trailheads: Legacy Trail East/West, Fenlands Loop Trail, Sundance Canyon
Trail, Spray River Loop / Goat Creek Trail, Sulphur Mountain Trail, Tunnel
Mountain Trails, and the Bow River / Hoodoos Trail.
Action 32: Add a washroom at the Bow Falls parking lot. (A washroom at
the Spray River Loop parking lot is also recommended, although this is a
Parks Canada Trailhead.)

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Action 33: Improve connections and year-round accessibility to Bow Falls
and Banff Springs Hotel:
A. Upgrade the Rundle Avenue trail from Spray Avenue to the Bow Falls
Trail to Type 2 (3 meter wide compacted gravel suitable for multi-use).
Realign the trail within the road right-of-way where the trail crosses
onto the adjacent private property. This project could be included in a
roadway upgrade project.
B. Upgrade the trail along Bow Falls Road from Rundle Avenue to Bow
Falls to Trail Type 2 (3 metre wide compacted gravel suitable for multiuse and accessible) to provide an alternative, more accessible route
to the stairs on the Bow Falls Trail. Realign the trail within the road
right-of-way where the trail crosses onto the adjacent private property.
C. Consider installation of an automated heating system for the Bow Falls
Trail under staircases and asphalt sections as winter maintenance is
difficult.

3 ACTION PLAN

Figure 28: Action 33 - Upgrade the Rundle Ave Trail
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Action 34: Upgrade the Bow River Trail (north side) from the pedestrian
bridge to Wolf Street to Type 1 (3 – 4 meter wide, paved trail). This trail had
an average of over 1,100 users on Saturdays in August.
Do not expand the trail toward the Bow River. When upgrading this trail,
increase the vegetated riparian area between the river bank and the trail
wherever possible to help improve the ecological benefits of this zone. The
trail is particularly close to the river in the vicinity of Caribou Street.

3 ACTION PLAN

Figure 29: Action 34 - Upgrade the Bow River Trail
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3.4

SIGNAGE AND WAYFINDING

Signage is a crucial aspect of any trail network as it provides important
information to trail users about the various route options, reassures new and
novice users, explicitly lists the rules and etiquette, and adds to the safety
and enjoyment of trail experience. A clear and legible signage system will
help ensure that Banff residents and visitors use the trail system safely and
appropriately. Trail signage is also a low-cost management strategy that can
help reduce maintenance requirements over time and mitigate the human
impact on sensitive natural environments.
A successful signage system will not only transfer vital information about
the place to the public, it is also a community and tourism amenity and an
opportunity to build upon the Town of Banff’s identity. Signage needs to be
consistent with both the Town of Banff and Parks Canada vision. The Town of
Banff should refer to the Parks Canada’s Trail Sign Manual when developing
their own signage and wayfinding system that reflects their unique identity.
Development of promotional materials should also be coordinated with Parks
Canada wherever possible.
Action 35: Build on the success of the existing wayfinding program by developing and adopting new, complementary signage standards specifically for
trails that provide additional information for trail users, educate users about
trail etiquette, and improve trail accessibility and enjoyment.
Existing rrailhead kiosk example

Action 36: Update web based maps, as trail improvements occur, including
mobile device options (apps or websites formatted for mobile device use).
Action 37: Update print based maps after key phases of trail improvements
are completed.

3 ACTION PLAN

3.4.1 TRAILHEAD SIGNAGE/KIOSKS
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Wayfinding signage example

Trailhead signage/kiosks should be located at the entrance to trail networks
and all major access points to orient users and provide critical trail information
(such as cautionary information about safety concerns and hazards to
ensures that trail users understand and assume the risks associated with trail
activities). Typically, trailhead signs are larger than on-trail signs and include
more information.
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Trailhead kiosks in the Town of Banff should have consistent design features
such as the shape, style and materials. Other features such as size, installation
method and orientation will be need to be site specific.

On-trail “Mini-Maps”
should include:



A challenge with the current kiosk design is that they are primarily written
in paragraphs rather than using bullet points or symbols where possible to
improve multi-lingual communication. Routes are indicated on the kiosks, but
are not reflected in on-trail signs.



Action 38: Update existing trailhead signage/kiosks with new maps highlighting recommended visitor experience loops and connections. Focus trailhead
signage/kiosks on directing visitors to key destinations along the best routes.





On-trail signage/”Mini-maps”
On-trail maps should be integrated into the trail network, especially at trail
intersections to orient users and assist in route planning. This type of signage
may also be used at access points to secondary trails where a trailhead/kiosk
is not necessary.
Action 39: Incorporate on-trail “mini-maps” into the trail network at trail intersections and on bicycle racks.

Trail name;
Topographical map
with a you are here
indicator;
Length and
orientation;
Difficulty rating;
Appropriate/allowed
uses, and
Potential risks,
use at own risk
disclaimer and
emergency contact
number.

Wayfinding markers
should include:


Wayfinding markers
Wayfinding and distance markers should be used along trails in conjunction
with trailhead signage and “mini-maps” to reassure trail users that they are on
their selected trail route and to warn users about potential hazards. To reduce
excessive signage, wayfinding markers along trails should be less obtrusive
than trailhead and on-trail signage and maps.




Trail name or colour
code;
Difficulty rating
symbol, and
Warning of
upcoming hazards.

Action 40: Include wayfinding/distance markers along key routes.

Through the trail assessments, key stakeholder workshop, public on-line survey
and interviews with Town staff, we have identified some priority locations were
wayfinding improvements are needed. Improvements to signage were also
recommended in the LATB report.
Action 41: Add a “Kilometre Zero” kiosk in front of the new Central Park
washroom, or at Bear Street woonerf once constructed. The kiosk should
provide information on key visitor loops and act as a reference point for distances/times (incorporate into existing Town and/or Parks Canada signage,
if possible). This could also be a reference station for locals to track their
times.

Wayfinding/distance marker example

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Specific locations for wayfinding improvements
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Trailhead Signage
Information:








3 ACTION PLAN
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Trail names;
Topographical map
with a you are here
indicator;
Trail attributes:
 Length;
 Difficulty rating;
 Elevation change;
 Key destinations;
 Distances and
approximate time
to key destinations
(based on typical
walking pace and
indicate if this is
one way or round
trip), and
 Location of
accessibility
barriers.
Allowed trail uses;
Trail étiquette
information;
Public washroom
locations;
 Visitor safety,
potential risks,
use at own risk
disclaimer and
emergency contact
number;
Educational
information about
the area, and
 Space for
temporary
messages.

Action 42: Add trail information and large scale maps to existing wayfinding
signage at the south end of the Banff Avenue bridge and update the existing kiosks at the north end of the Banff Avenue Bridge and both ends of the
pedestrian bridge.
Action 43: Improve wayfinding to the Upper Hot Springs and Sulphur Mountain Gondola via the Spray River Loop Trailhead, rather than via Mountain
Avenue or Middle Springs.
Action 44: Improve wayfinding to key destinations including: Central Park,
Cave and Basin, Banff Springs Hotel and Bow Falls (identified at key stakeholder workshop).
Action 45: Improve wayfinding to Tunnel Mountain (identified through public
survey¬) with 5-10 on-road signs for cyclists.
Action 46: Incorporate signage for bicycle traffic in the Downtown core.
Action 47: Coordinate with the Banff Springs Hotel to improve wayfinding to
the Banff Springs Hotel from the Bow Falls parking lot via the stairs and trails
currently signed only for the Waldhaus restaurant.
Action 48: Improve signage to discourage visitors from going through the
Middle Springs neighbourhood, as it is confusing and provides a poor visitor
trail experience. Signage and a mini-map or kiosk on Mountain Avenue and
at the upper exit from Cascade Gardens / Parks Canada should be added.
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3.5 TRAIL POLICIES AND BYLAWS
3.5.1 TOWN OF BANFF TRAFFIC BYLAW

Bylaw Findings:


Action 49: Update the Traffic Bylaw to establish comprehensive regulations
regarding appropriate uses on trails.
Suggested updates include:
 Update Schedule “A” definitions to clarify and differentiate between
highways, sidewalks, and trails.
 Reword Section 41 to include horses and add appropriate exceptions
and a map of allowed routes;
 Add a Section regarding appropriate uses on Trails (could fall under
“other vehicles”);
 Reword Section 48 to include “Trails” and provide appropriate
exceptions under Section 49 and through the use of maps.
 Add a requirement for all commercial operators using trails to have a
trail use agreement with the Town.





Section 38 currently
prohibits bicycles
on sidewalks,
which currently
could include trails
because they are not
separately defined;
Section 41 prohibits
tricycles on any
portion of any
Highway, which
currently includes
sidewalks and trails;
Horses are currently
only prohibited
on “Sidewalks,
footpaths, walkways
and boulevards.”

3.5.2 COMMERCIAL OPERATORS
Action 50: Establish a trail use agreement with all commercial operators who
utilize trails within the Town of Banff.
Many municipalities have trail use agreements with commercial operators such
as dog-walkers and tour operators. These agreements outline the conditions
for use of trails to ensure that commercial operations do not negatively impact
use by the public, cause trail degradation, or have negative environmental
impacts. This recommendation was also made in the LATB report.

Equestrian use of the trails within the Town of Banff and the surrounding national
park has occurred for decades. Currently, there is one commercial equestrian
operator using the Town’s trails and no public equestrian use. Recently, Parks
Canada and Equine Canada have established a partnership to promote and
increase equestrian activities (particularly backcountry horseback tours) in
Canada’s national parks.
The main issue identified through the public and stakeholder consultation
so far has indicated that the primary conflict with horses on the trails is the
presence of horse manure. There were very few comments or complaints
concerning interactions with horses. For action items concerning trail etiquette,
see Section 3.5.1.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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(1) Equestrian Tours
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Establish a trail use agreement with the commercial equestrian tour operator
(see Action 50). The agreement should limit commercial horse use within the
Town to existing trails designated and signed as appropriate for equestrian
use, as well as regulations for trail use and maintenance.
Action 51: Formalize horse use regulations in the Traffic Bylaw (see Action
49), including a new schedule limiting equestrian use to those trails currently
designated for horse use.
Action 52: Upgrade trails that are designated for horse use to durable surfaces that can accommodate them without significant degradation within a
single season of use (see Actions 2, 3, and 33).
Some trails within the Town are recommended for upgrades in order to better accommodate a range of uses and to ensure that use by horses does
not significantly impact trail conditions. The main routes recommended for
upgrade include:



Existing off-road trail parallel to Rundle Avenue (Action 33A)
Existing off-road trail parallel to Bow Falls Road (Action 33B)

Action 53: Address the issue of horse droppings on trails within the Town in
order to improve the trail experience for all users.
Horse riders and wranglers should be responsible for the immediate cleaning
up, bagging and proper disposal of all horse droppings on all trails throughout the Town of Banff. A potential option to address this is for clean-up crews
to follow each group of horses immediately.
(2) Rickshaws

3 ACTION PLAN

Rickshaws are a relatively new addition to the range of activities taking place
on trails in the Town of Banff. As such, they are not yet a significant user and
there were very few comments or conflict noted in the public and stakeholder
consultation. Currently, the Traffic Bylaw regulates rickshaw use to specific
trails and roads (Schedule “H” in the Bylaw).
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Rickshaw on the Bow River Trail

Action 54: Limit rickshaws to trail Types 1 and 2, which have sufficient width
to allow other users to pass in the opposite direction (3 meters recommended).
Several trails are currently too narrow to adequately accommodate a rickshaw and other users, resulting in either the rickshaw or other users needing
to leave the trail. While currently, the use is not significant enough to see
impacts from this, there could be degradation of the trail margin in the future,
which could negatively impact other trail users.
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Several trails currently used by rickshaws are recommended for trail upgrades, including widening, to prevent future impacts to the trail margin and
conflicts with other users.
Action 55: If the horse trail parallel to Bow Falls Avenue is upgraded to
Trail Type 2 (see Action 33), extend the allowed Rickshaw and Pedicab Tour
Routes (Schedule “H” in the Traffic Bylaw) to the Bow Falls parking lot.
(3) Bike Rentals
There are several shops and hotels in town that rent bicycles including road
bikes, cruiser bikes, mountain bikes, and hybrids and therefore are stakeholders
with regard to this Trails Master Plan. Comments from stakeholders indicated
that navigation of the trail system by visitors who rent bikes can be difficult,
particularly getting to locations such as Tunnel Mountain and the Legacy Trail.
Wayfinding and communications action items to address this and other issues
are included in Section 3.3. Bike shops should be considered potential partners
for improving the trail system, particularly in educational and communications
initiatives and on-road routes and wayfinding (see Section 3.6 Partnerships).
(4) Other Commercial Uses
There may be new commercial uses of trails that come up over the life of this
plan, but have not yet been identified.
Action 56: Develop a consistent policy for the process that commercial
operators need to follow in order to seek approval for use of trails. Consideration of new uses should take into account the impact of the activity on trail
conditions and other non-commercial uses.
3.5.3 LIGHTING

3 ACTION PLAN

Action 57: LIGHTING - Consider lighting for Priority 1 trails that are not currently lit (see Map 3B in Appendix A). Consult with RCMP regarding safety
considerations. Consider environmental impacts such as the “dark sky” initiative and energy use. Changes to current policies/bylaws may be required.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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3.6

MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

Action 58: Strategically monitor trail use with trail counters (TrafX or other
type) to identify trends, collect comparative data over the long-term, and to
assist in measuring the success of future capital projects as they are implemented. Key locations along visitor routes and commuter routes would be
highest priority.
3.6.1 TRAIL ETIQUETTE
Action 59: Implement trail etiquette education and publicity program including signage at key locations (trailheads, kiosks, high-use intersections, on
printed maps). The education program should involve trail organizations,
schools, hotels and tourism businesses, tourism information outlets, Parks
Canada, and other appropriate community organizations. It could also include an annual publicity blitz at the beginning of peak visitor season. This
recommendation was also made in the LATB report.
There are many examples of trail etiquette guidelines and tools for the Town
to choose from. Some of the key tools that have been implemented and
yield concrete results include:







Adopt a “Code of Conduct”
Implement trail etiquette signage
Involve user groups in management planning and decision-making
Implement education initiatives
Clearly designate trail uses
Enforce regulations where possible

Horses and Trail Etiquette

3 ACTION PLAN

Horses were cited by 52% of respondents on the public survey as negatively
impacting their trail experience. While this does not necessarily mean that
horses should to be excluded from trails, it does suggest that concrete actions
need to be taken to improve trail conditions and improve trail etiquette and
education among all trail users to reduce conflicts.
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Suggested Guidelines for Equestrian Use:

Examples of Trail Etiquette signs

Horses should be ridden in single file except when passing. Horse packs using
high-use trails, such as the Bow Falls Trail should be as far to the right side
of the trail as possible, should clearly communicate with other trail users, and
should use caution around visitors who may not be comfortable or accustomed
to proximity to horses.
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For greatest safety, trail etiquette standards recommend that horses be given
the right of way over pedestrians, cyclists or other users. Cyclists should
provide as much room as possible, pull over and stop when necessary, and
should alert the horse rider if approaching from behind, and passing only when
safe.
3.6.2 GENERAL MAINTENANCE
Overall, trail conditions were good and very few issues were encountered during
the on-site assessments. Some specific locations of minor maintenance issues
have been passed on to Town staff. Others are covered by the recommended
trail upgrades in Section 3.1.
3.6.3 WINTER MAINTENANCE
Action 60: Improve access to Bow Falls in the winter. At a minimum, undertake one of the following strategies, although both would be best:
Option A: Improve winter maintenance on the Bow Falls Trail from the
stairs to the falls.
Option B: Provide an all-season route that bypasses the stairs and reroutes people along Bow Falls Avenue. This would require construction
of a new sidewalk or upgrade of the existing horse trail to a multi-use trail
(see Action 33).
Action 61: Implement improvements to winter maintenance of trails based
on the priority system identified in the Snow Management Priorities map
(Map 3B in Appendix A). Priority 1 trails will be plowed repeatedly during a
major snow event. Priority 2 trails are plowed once the snow event is finished.
Priority 1 (Red) – Primary multi-use and commuter trails
Priority 2 (Blue) – Secondary multi-use and recreational/leisure trails

Note the Snow Management program includes the addition of the following
trails:
 Norquay Road Trail
 Bow Falls Trail
 Middle Springs Trails
Other suggested updates to the Snow Removal program include:
 Add “Trails” to the Town of Banff Snow and Ice Maintenance Policy

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Trail in winter

61

When a sidewalk and a trail parallel or are in close proximity, only the sidewalk
should be cleared, unless approved by the Town Manager. Additional resources
and tools may be necessary to implement maintenance improvements due to
the limitations of existing staff resources and machinery. Some trails may
require hand-maintenance or new, smaller tools. Some trails also need to be
upgraded prior to implementing improved winter maintenance.

3.7

PARTNERSHIPS

3.7.1 TRAIL USERS
Action 62: Institute an annual or bi-annual meeting between Town staff, trail
user organizations, and the public to identify trail maintenance issues, communicate planned trail improvements and initiatives, and to build partnerships
and develop volunteers.
Other recommendations within this plan will also contribute to improving
partnerships with trail users and managing conflicts between users, including: appropriate trail design and maintenance; education of trail users; trail
etiquette signage; involvement of the various user groups in decision-making
process. Trail user groups (existing or new) could also be included in seasonal trail maintenance days.

3 ACTION PLAN

3.7.2 PARKS CANADA

62

There were many issues and ideas that arose during stakeholder and public
consultation that were related to Parks Canada trails, and therefore are outside
the jurisdiction of the Town. However, these are included for information
purposes and to encourage the Town to engage Parks Canada in a partnership
to implement improvements that will benefit the overall trail system as a whole.
 Upgrade the Marsh Loop to a low-impact boardwalk to improve
access for wildlife viewing and to expand the range of easilyaccessible visitor experiences. This trail could also connect to the
Recreation Grounds / Cave and Basin visitor loop.
 Add a wildlife viewing station behind the commercial horse corral and
stables at the Recreation Grounds, linking to the proposed Recreation
Grounds / Cave and Basin visitor loop.
 Upgrade the horse trail along Sundance Road (Equestrian Operation

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan





to Cave Avenue) to Type 2 (3 meter wide, compacted gravel) to allow
multiple users and complete the proposed visitor loop.
Improve winter maintenance along the trail on the west side of
Norquay Road and the trail through Cascade Gardens connecting to
the Middle Springs neighbourhood.
The re-alignment of the trail shortcut from St. Julien Road to Otter
Street may need coordination with Parks Canada depending on
whether the desired alignment crosses Parks Canada property.
Add a washroom at the Spray River Loop / Sulphur Mountain
Trailhead.

3.7.3 TOURISM BUSINESSES
Tourism businesses will be a key sector to partner with in developing promotional
materials and communicating with visitors. The effectiveness of educational
initiatives such as trail etiquette guidelines and trail use regulations can be
greatly improved if partnerships are developed for promotion through these
businesses.

3 ACTION PLAN

Bike rental businesses should be engaged as stakeholders when developing
the proposed cycling greenways and improved on-road routes. They have
a strong stake in improved wayfinding and on-road conditions, particularly
between Downtown and Tunnel Mountain.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The following Table 5 summarizes the recommended Actions and provides
a “prioritization score” that represents the relative priority of each. Those
Actions with specific physical locations are also shown on Map 5 in Appendix
A. Full details of the prioritization scoring and estimated costs are included in
Appendix D.

4.1 PRIORITIZATION
The “prioritization score” is based on whether each Action helped meet eight
selected objectives, which are outlined in more detail in Appendix D (complete
prioritization matrix). These objectives were determined based primarily on
the overall project goals and consultation with stakeholders and the public.
This ranking is for reference purposes only, and it is expected that projects
may move up or down on the implementation list based on availability of
funding, opportunities to combine with other projects (such as road works),
staff resources, and further community input.

4.2 COST ESTIMATES

4 IMPLEMENTATION

The costs (provided in Appendix D) are “Class D” estimates that provide an
estimation suitable for budget planning purposes for those projects with capital
implementation costs. A number of projects can be undertaken by existing staff
with existing resources and are therefore considered “operational” projects.
These are noted with an asterisk in the following tables. A more detailed cost
estimate will be required during planning, design and prior to construction of
specific trail improvements. Some actions, such as the proposed Bow River
and CP railway crossings, will require detailed design drawings including
geotechnical and engineering services, while other trail upgrades can likely be
achieved using typical cross sections.

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan
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Table 6: Actions Summary and Prioritization Score

4 IMPLEMENTATION

Action
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Description

Town of Banff - Trails Master Plan

Prioritization
Score
(1 = lowest
8 = highest)

1*

Establish a trail classification system.

7

2

Upgrade the Bow River Trail (south side) from the Banff Ave Bridge
through the Recreation Grounds to Type 2.

7

3

Improve on-road safety between the Recreation Grounds and the
Bow Falls Trail on Birch Avenue and Glen Avenue (i.e. under the
Banff Avenue Bridge).

3

4

Upgrade the defined priority trails through Middle Springs to Trail
Type 3.

5

5

Define a Type 3 trail (~150m, 2 meter wide compacted gravel) down
to Cave Avenue from Jasper Way.

5

6

Realign the trail connection to Jasper Way in Middle Springs to
provide an accessible grade and extend the stairs to the bottom of
the steep slope.

6

7

Upgrade all staircases on Town of Banff trails to include a bike ramp
or rail.

4

8

Improve the paved pathway alignment on the northeast side of the
Banff Avenue Bridge to provide a more accessible grade.

5

9

Realign the trail shortcut from Moose Street/St.Julien Road to Otter
Street to an accessible grade that continues along the power line
right-of-way.

3

10

Consider the addition of outdoor fitness stations along the Bow Falls
or other trails, depending the use and popularity of the equipment
installed at the Recreation Grounds.

2

11

Narrow the Bow River Trail to 3 meters wide from the Canoe Dock to
Gopher Street, and resurface the existing asphalt (also see related
Action 23).

2

12

Improve connections to the Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre (see
full Action for details).

5

13

Create a paved, child-oriented bicycle/tricycle loop at the Recreation
Grounds.

4

14A

Work with the Whyte Museum to create a multi-use trail connection
T ointersection
wn of B
n f fStreet
T r a and
i l s Bear
M aStreet
s t e rthrough
P l a nto Bow
from the
ofaLynx
Avenue and the Bow River Trail; include wayfinding signage.

6

14A

Work with the Whyte Museum to create a multi-use trail connection
from the intersection of Lynx Street and Bear Street through to Bow
Avenue and the Bow River Trail; include wayfinding signage.

6

14B

Complete the sidewalk on Caribou Street between Lynx and Bow
Avenue.

6

14C

Define a pedestrian path through the parking lot adjacent to Town
Hall (paint).

6

14D

Add clearly defined crosswalks on Lynx Street at Caribou Street and
Bear Street, as well as on Bow Avenue at Caribou and at the
proposed new trail.

6

15

Create a two-way cycling greenway on the southeast side of Banff
Avenue between the Legacy Trail East and the proposed Muskrat
Street greenway.

7

16

Create cycling greenways on Muskrat Street and Elk Street.

7

17

Reroute the official ‘bike route’ with sharrows from Marmot Crescent
to Cougar Street and improved cyclist-oriented wayfinding signage
(paint and 5 new signs).

6

18*

Evaluate the efficiency of the existing bike sharrows pavement
markings.

5

19

Tunnel Mtn. Road: Improve on-road conditions on the uphill
(north/east) side of Tunnel Mountain Road from Moose Street to
Tunnel Mountain Drive. Provide a 1.5m wide buffered bike lane with
a paint and bollard treatment.

5

20A

Buffalo Street: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre via
Buffalo Street from Muskrat Street to St. Julien Road.

5

20B

St. Julien Road: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre via
St. Julien Road from Moose Street to the Banff Centre

5

21

Add a sidewalk on Moose Street from Otter Street to St. Julien Road.

5

22

Definitively close the braided trails that parallel the Bow River Trail
between the pedestrian bridge and Bow Falls. Restore damaged
habitat and provide specific access/view points at the river's edge.

2

23

Decommission and re-vegetate secondary trails off-shooting from the
Bow River Trail segment from the Canoe Dock to Gopher Street

2
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24A

Add “Bike n’ Walk” stations (add new or expand bike racks).

6

24B

Add covers to "Bike n' Walk" and "Park n' Walk" stations.

5

25

Add a “Park n’ Bike” node at the railway station; consider a seasonal
bike rental kiosk to be operated by a local business/partnership.

6

26

Incorporate a performance-tracking system on one or more trails.

2

27

Add a pedestrian overpass over the CP railway between Marmot
Crescent and the industrial compound.

5

28

Add an additional pedestrian and cyclist bridge crossing over the
Bow River between Central Park and the Recreation Grounds.

5

29

Create well-defined visitor-oriented trails that provide loops and easy
connections to key destinations and trails, both in the Town and the
LATB.

8

30

Create a communications strategy for the visitor loops.

4

31

Create clear and focused wayfinding to key Parks Canada
trailheads.

4

32

Add a washroom at the Bow Falls parking lot.

2

33A

Upgrade the Rundle Avenue trail from Spray Avenue to the Bow
Falls Trail to Type 2 (could be included in a roadway upgrade
project).

5

33B

Upgrade the trail along Bow Falls Road from Rundle Avenue to Bow
Falls to Trail Type 2 (could be included in a roadway upgrade
project).

5

33C

Consider installation of an automated under-pavement heating
system for the Bow Falls Trail staircases and asphalt sections.

2

34

Upgrade the Bow River Trail (north side) from the pedestrian bridge
to Wolf Street to Type 1.

3

LEES+Associates
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35

Develop and adopt new trail signage standards that provide
additional information for trail users, educate users about trail
etiquette, and improve trail accessibility and enjoyment.

6

36

Update web based maps, as trail improvements occur, including
mobile device options (apps or websites formatted for mobile device
use).

4

37

Update print based maps after key phases of trail improvements are
completed.

4

38

Update existing Town trailhead signage/kiosks with new maps
highlighting recommended visitor experience loops and connections.
Focus trailhead signage/kiosks on directing visitors to key
destinations along the best routes.

6

39

Incorporate on-trail “mini-maps” into the trail network at trail
intersections and on bicycle racks.

4

40

Include wayfinding/distance markers along key routes.

5

41

Add a “Kilometer Zero” kiosk or incorporate into existing Town or
Parks Canada signage.

5

42

Add a kiosk at the south end of the Banff Avenue bridge.

4

43

Improve wayfinding to the Upper Hot Springs and Sulphur Mountain
Gondola via the Spray River Loop Trailhead, rather than via
Mountain Avenue or Middle Springs.

5

44

Improve wayfinding to key destinations including: Central Park, Cave
and Basin, Banff Springs Hotel and Bow Falls.

5

45

Improve wayfinding to Tunnel Mountain (identified through public
survey) with 5-10 on-road signs for cyclists.

5

46

Incorporate signage for bicycle traffic in the Downtown core.

6

47

Coordinate with the Banff Spring Hotel: Improve wayfinding to the
Banff Springs Hotel from the Bow Falls parking lot via the stairs and
trails currently signed only for the Waldhaus restaurant.

3

48

Improve signage to discourage visitors from going through the
Middle Springs neighbourhood.

2
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49*

Update the Traffic Bylaw to establish comprehensive regulations
regarding appropriate uses on trails.

3

50*

Establish a trail use agreement with all commercial operators who
utilize trails within the Town of Banff.

2

51*

Formalize horse use regulations in the Traffic Bylaw (see Action 49),
including a new Schedule of designated trails.

3

52

Upgrade trails that are designated for horse use to durable surfaces
that can accommodate them without significant degradation within a
single season of use.

3

53*

Address the issue of horse droppings on trails within the Town in
order to improve the trail experience for all users.

3

54*

Limit rickshaws to trail Types 1 and 2, which have sufficient width to
allow other users to pass in the opposite direction (3 meters
minimum).

2

55*

If Action 33B is implemented, extend the allowed Rickshaw and
Pedicab Tour Routes (Schedule “H” in the Traffic Bylaw) to the Bow
Falls parking lot.

3

56*

Develop a consistent policy for the process that commercial
operators need to follow in order to seek approval for use of trails.

1

57

LIGHTING - Consider lighting for Priority 1 trails that are not currently
lit (see Map 3B in Appendix A).

5

58

Strategically monitor trail use with trail counters

2

59

Implement trail etiquette education and publicity program including
signage at key locations (trailheads, kiosks, high-use intersections,
on printed maps).

5

60

Improve access to Bow Falls in the winter.

6

61*

Implement improvements to winter maintenance of trails based on
the priority system identified in the Snow Management Priorities map

5

62*

Institute an annual or bi-annual meeting between Town staff, trail
user organizations, and the public to identify trail maintenance
issues, communicate planned trail improvements and initiatives, and
to build partnerships and develop volunteers.

3

LEES+Associates
* Denotes operational projects that can likely be undertaken
with existing staff and resources and therefore do not have a capital cost.
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Parks Canada Trailheads:
A. Fenlands Loop Trail
B. Spray River Loop / Goat Creek Trail
C. Hoodoos Trail / Bow River Trail
D. Sundance Canyon Trail
E. Sulphur Mountain Trail
F. Tunnel Mountain Trail
G. Tunnel Mountain Bike Trails
H. Legacy Trail (West)
I. Legacy Trail (East)
Town of Banff Trails (off road):
Antelope Connector
Bow River / Fenlands Trail
Bow Falls Trail
Cave and Basin Trail
Ken Madsen Trail (to Banff Centre)
Middle Springs Trails
Pedestrian Bridge
Recreation Grounds Trails
Whiskey Creek Trails

F

16

Key Destinations:
1. Banff Centre
2. Banff Mineral Springs Hospital
3. Banff Springs Hotel
4. Bow Falls
5. Canoe Dock
6. Cave and Basin National Historic Site
7. Central Park
8. Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre
9. Cascade Gardens / Parks Canada Admin.
10. Recreation Grounds
11. Sulphur Mountain:
Rimrock Resort
Banff Gondola
Upper Hot Springs
12. Surprise Corner Viewpoint
13. Tunnel Mountain Campground
14. Holiday on Horseback
15. Industrial Compound
16. Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies
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Key Destinations
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Parks Canada Trailheads
Schools
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Bike Rental Locations
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Multiuse Trails
Pedestrian Only Trails
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Town of Banff Boundary

N

Issue: Lack of designated
rail crossing to the Industrial
Compound

Issue: Improvment needed
to wayfinding and signage
system (Photo 4)

Issues and Opportunities:
The primary opportunities are:
• Identify key Banff trail “experiences”
• Improve connections to the Legacy Trail
• Improve key linkage for residents and visitors
• Enhance availability of digital and hard copy
information
The primary issues are:

Issue: Improved
connections needed to
Parks Canada trailheads
and Legacy Trail (Photo 1)

Opportunity: Improve
cycling routes into and
through Downtown

Issue: Improve all-season
routes to the Fenlands, and
The Banff Centre

Issue: Bike parking needed
along transit and walking
routes (Photo 5)

• Improve bike routes into and through
downtown
• Provide clarity around commercial use of
trails
• Improve all-season routes and linkages for
residents
• Alleviate demand for limited parking and
reduce congestion

Opportunity: Create bike
and pedestrian-friendly
greenway along Muskrat
and Elk Streets (Photo 6)

Opportunity: Establish
“hubs” to encourage multimodal connections by foot,
bike annd transit

Opportunity: Prioritize
maintenance of all-season
routes for winter access

Opportunity: Create a kidfriendly cycling loop around
the Rec Grounds

Issue: Pinch-points and lack
of wayfinding at either end
of Banff Ave Bridge
(Photo 7)

Opportunity: Improve
Sundance Road for cyclist/
pedestrian access

1
Legend

Opportunity: Create clear,
well-defined and accessible
visitor experience loops
including:
1. Bow Falls/Banff Springs
Hotel Loop (Photo 2)
2. Cave+Basin Loop
3. Entry Level Loop
4. Historic/Cultural Loop

Issue: Lack of wayfinding at
either end of the pedestrian
bridge (Photo 8)

Potential “Greenway”
Issue: Lack of safe winter
access to Bow Falls
(Photo 9)

Issue: Improved trail
connections needed from
neighbourhoods to key
destinations (Photo 3)

Issue: Horse manure at the
Rec Grounds and along
Bow Falls Trail (Photo 10)
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Improved Connection Needed

1

2

Improved walking and cycling connections
are needed on Tunnel Mountain Drive

6

The Bow Falls Trail is an opportunity to
formalize “visitor experience loops”

7

Elk and Muskrat Streets could be
designated as greenways to improve cyclist
and pedestrian mobility through Town

Better connections are required to improve
access at both ends of the Banff Avenue
Bridge

3

Connections to key destinations such as The
Banff Centre need to be improved

8

Additional wayfinding would promote use
of the Bow River pedestrian bridge
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4

Existing kiosks could be upgraded to
highlight key visitor loops and digital
mapping options

9

Improved winter access is desired to key
destintations such as Bow Falls

5

Additional bike parking is needed at
trailheads and links to transit routes

10

Guidelines on trail etiquette would improve
the trail experience for all users
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Key Destinations:
1. Banff Centre
2. Banff Mineral Springs Hospital
3. Banff Springs Hotel
4. Bow Falls
5. Canoe Dock
6. Cave and Basin National Historic Site
7. Central Park
8. Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre
9. Cascade Gardens / Parks Canada Admin.
10. Recreation Grounds
11. Sulphur Mountain:
Rimrock Resort
Banff Gondola
Upper Hot Springs
12. Surprise Corner Viewpoint
13. Tunnel Mountain Campground
14. Holiday on Horseback
15. Industrial Compound
16. Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies
Parks Canada Trailheads:
A. Fenlands Loop Trail
B. Spray River Loop / Goat Creek Trail
C. Hoodoos Trail / Bow River Trail
D. Sundance Canyon Trail
E. Sulphur Mountain Trail
F. Tunnel Mountain Trail
G. Tunnel Mountain Bike Trails
H. Legacy Trail (West)
I. Legacy Trail (East)
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9

Proposed connection to Cave Avenue
(exact alignment to be determined)

Existing Stairs
6

C

B

D

B
12

C

B

Proposed Bike n’ Walk Stations

P

Proposed Park n’ Bike Station
Existing Trails / On-Road Routes

4

Proposed Trails
3
11
E

B
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NOTE: The trails shown included both existing
and proposed routes, as well as those segments
that require upgrades in order to function as key
connectors. Please refer to Map 5 for the locations
of Action Items.
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Trails Winter Snow Removal
1st Priority
2nd Priority
Snow Removal Partnerships
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Visitor Loops:

N

Downtown Pedestrian Loop (2.4 km)
Difficulty:
Easy, fully accessible
Trail type:
Type 1 and sidewalks
Primary users: Visitors seeking a short, easy loop around Downtown
Destinations: Bow River/Banff Avenue Bridge (120m), Central Park (300m), Canoe
Dock (900m), Banff Avenue/shops (1.3km), Train Station (1.4km)
Cave & Basin Loop (3.4 km)
Difficulty:
Easy, accessible
Trail type:
Type 2 and sidewalk
Primary users: Visitors seeking an easy but longer loop, wildlife enthusiasts,
picnicers, those interested in historic sites
Destinations: Recreation Grounds (500m), Horse Stables (800m), Potential Wildlife
Viewing (1.1km), Cave & Basin via Rec Grounds (1.9km), Cave &
Basin via Cave Ave (1.5km), Sundance Canyon Trailhead (1.75km)
Bow Falls Loop (3 km)
Difficulty:
Moderate with a proposed accessible/winter route around stairs
Trail type:
Type 1 and sidewalk
Primary users: Visitors seeking a moderate challenge
Destinations: Cascade Gardens (250m), Bow Falls (1.3km), Banff Springs Hotel
(1.4km), Spray River Loop Trail Access (1.75km), Bow Falls to BSH
(250m)

The Fenlands Banff
Recreation Centre
Bus and Train Station

Canoe Dock

Town of Banff Boundary
B

Banff Avenue Bridge
B

Central Park Gazebo
Potential Wildlife Viewing Area
Horse Stables

Banff Centre Loop (2.9 km)
Difficulty:
Moderate, not fully accessible due to stairs
Trail type:
Combination - Type 2, sidewalk, and Type 5 (protected on-road)
Primary users: Visitors seeking a moderate challenge or connection to the Hoodoos
Trail
Destinations: Banff Centre (1.0km), Tunnel Mountain Trailhead (+200m via side loop),
Hoodoos Trail Access (1.4km), Bow Falls Viewpoint (1.6km),
Tunnel Mountain Trailhead

B

‘KILOMETER 0’

Recreation Grounds
Proposed Pedestrian Bridge
Banff Centre
Cave & Basin
National Historic Site
+ Sundance Canyon Trailhead

Hoodoos Trailhead

B

Bow Falls Viewpoint “Surprise Corner”
and Hoodoos Trailhead

B

B

Cascade Gardens / Parks Canada Administration Grounds
Bow Falls Viewpoint
Legend
Stairs
Banff Springs Hotel

B

Bike n’ Walk Stations

Dashed = Alternate Route without stairs
Spray River Loop Trailhead
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NOTE:
All distances are measured from
“Kilometer 0” at Banff Avenue and
Buffalo Street and are approximate.

N

NOTE: ONLY ACTIONS WITH A SPECIFIC LOCATION ARE
SHOWN. REFER TO THE PLAN TEXT FOR THE COMPLETE
LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTIONS.
2 Upgrade the Bow River Trail (south side) from the Banff Ave
Bridge through the Recreation Grounds to Type 2.

21 Add a sidewalk on Moose Street from Otter Street to St. Julien
Road.

3 Improve on-road safety between the Rec Grounds and the
Bow Falls Trail on Birch Avenue and Glen Avenue (i.e. under
the Banff Avenue Bridge).

22 Definitively close the braided trails that parallel the Bow River
Trail between the pedestrian bridge and Bow Falls.

4 Upgrade the defined priority trails through Middle Springs to
Trail Type 3.
27

5 Define a new Type 3 trail (~150m, 2 meter wide compacted
gravel) down to Cave Avenue from Jasper Way.
17
15

6 Realign trail connection to Jasper Way in Middle Springs to
an accessible grade and extend stairs to bottom of slope.
8 Improve the paved pathway alignment on the northeast
side of the Banff Avenue Bridge to a more accessible grade.
9 Realign the trail shortcut from Moose Street/St.Julien Road
to Otter Street to an accessible grade that continues along
the power line right-of-way.

15A
12

25

19
16

9
21

11

24

23

16
24

41
13

10

14

20B

8

28
2

20A

3
W

BO

42

VE

RI
R

22

5

6

4

33A

C

24
33B

32
47
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28 Add an additional pedestrian and cyclist bridge crossing over
the Bow River between Central Park and the Rec Grounds.
32 Add a washroom at the Bow Falls parking lot.

33B Upgrade the trail along Bow Falls Road from Rundle Avenue
to Bow Falls to Trail Type 2 (could be included in a roadway
upgrade project).
41 Add a “Kilometer Zero” kiosk or incorporate into existing Town
or Parks Canada signage.
42 Add a kiosk at the south end of the Banff Avenue bridge.

14 Work with the Whyte Museum to create a multi-use trail
connection from the intersection of Lynx Street and Bear
Street through to Bow Avenue and the Bow River Trail.

47 Coordinate with the Banff Spring Hotel: Improve wayfinding to
the hotel from Bow Falls via the stairs and trails currently signed
only for the Waldhaus Restaurant.

15 Create a two-way cycling greenway on the southeast
side of Banff Ave connecting the Legacy Trail East to the
downtown core.

60 Improve access to Bow Falls in the winter.

17 Reroute the official ‘bike route’ with sharrows from Marmot
Crescent to Cougar Street and improved cyclist-oriented
wayfinding signage (paint and 5 new signs).
19 Tunnel Mtn. Rd: Improve on-road conditions on the uphill
side of Tunnel Mountain Rd from Moose St to Tunnel Mtn Dr.

60

27 Add a pedestrian overpass over the CP railway between
Marmot Crescent and the industrial compound.

11 Narrow the Bow River Trail to 3 meters wide from the Canoe
Dock to Gopher Street, and resurface the existing asphalt.

16 Create cycling greenways on Muskrat Street and Elk Street.
24

25 Add a “Park n’ Bike” node at the railway station; consider a
seasonal bike rental kiosk operated by a local business.

33A Upgrade the Rundle Avenue trail from Spray Avenue to the
Bow Falls Trail to Type 2.

13 Create a paved, child-oriented bicycle/tricycle loop at the
Recreation Grounds.

24

24

24 Add “Bike n’ Walk” stations (add new or expand bike racks).
Add covers to “Bike n’ Walk” and “Park n’ Walk” stations.

10 Consider the addition of outdoor fitness stations along the
Bow Falls Trail near the Recreation Grounds.

12 Improve connections to the Fenlands Banff Recreation
Centre.

24

23 Decommission and re-vegetate secondary trails off-shooting
from the Bow River Trail from the Canoe Dock to Gopher St.

20A Buffalo Street: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff
Centre via Buffalo St from Muskrat St to St. Julien Road.
20B St. Julien Road: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff
Centre via St. Julien Rd from Moose Str to the Banff Centre.
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APPENDIX B – PUBLIC ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

LEES+Associates

Town of Banff - Trails Master Plan

PUBLIC QUESTIONNAIRE #1

LEES+Associates

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan Questionnaire

Q1 Please tell use more about you:
Answered: 148

Skipped: 3

48.65%
Gender:

51.35%

0%

10%

Male

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Female

Male (1)

Female (2)

Total

48.65%
72

Gender:

51.35%
76

148

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Gender:

1.00

2.00
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2.00

1.51

0.50
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Q2 How old are you?
Answered: 147

Skipped: 4

6.12%

Age:

52.38%

34.01%

7.48%

0%

0-15

0-15 (1)

10%

20%

16-24

40%

25-40

16-24 (2)

0.00%
0

Age:

30%

50%

41-60

70%

80%

90% 100%

60+

25-40 (3)

6.12%
9

60%

41-60 (4)

52.38%
77

60+ (5)

34.01%
50

Total

7.48%
11

147

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Age:

2.00

5.00

3.00
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3.43

0.72
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Q3 Which of the following best describes
you?
Answered: 143

Skipped: 8

12.59%

I am:

80.42%

6.99%

0%

Visitor

Visitor (1)

10%

20%

30%

Banff Resident

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Seasonal Employee

Banff Resident (2)

12.59%
18

I am:

40%

Seasonal Employee (3)

80.42%
115

Total

6.99%
10

143

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

I am:

1.00

3.00

2.00
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1.94

0.44
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Q4 What are your TOP THREE activities on
Town of Banff trails? (Please choose three.)
Answered: 142

Skipped: 9

Walking, hiking

95.77%

Cycling

80.28%

Trail running

54.23%

Horseback
riding

9.86%

Skateboard

5.63%

Roller blading

4.23%

Rickshaw tours

0.70%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Answer Choices

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Walking, hiking (2)

95.77%

136

Cycling (4)

80.28%

114

Trail running (1)

54.23%

77

Horseback riding (7)

9.86%

14

Skateboard (3)

5.63%

8

Roller blading (6)

4.23%

6

Rickshaw tours (5)

0.70%

1

Total Respondents: 142

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
7.00

Median
2.00

Mean
2.72

Standard Deviation
1.51

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Socializing, accessing town facilities, shopping.

10/4/2014 7:06 PM

2

dog My top activity is walking my dog

10/1/2014 2:32 PM

3

Bird Watching bird watching

9/30/2014 8:51 PM
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4

X-Country Skiing Cross country skiing

9/30/2014 4:13 PM

5

Mountain Biking Mountain Biking

9/30/2014 10:51 AM

6

X-Country Skiing x-c skiing in season

9/29/2014 7:12 PM

7

Bird Watching Birdwatching

9/25/2014 10:37 PM

8

Bird Watching Birding

9/25/2014 8:54 PM

9

Nature education of plants, trees, flowers, weeds etc. Animal observation

9/23/2014 8:15 AM

10

Paddling Paddling

9/22/2014 11:36 AM

11

Communting walk to work 5 days a week all seasons

9/18/2014 10:45 AM

12

dog Walking with the dog

9/16/2014 12:45 PM

13

X-Country Skiing Cross Country Skiing (I guess those are BNP trails mostly)

9/14/2014 6:49 AM

14

Sports Golf, basketball

9/10/2014 12:51 PM

15

Bird Watching Birding

9/10/2014 12:50 PM

16

Sight seeing Sight seeing

9/10/2014 11:33 AM

17

Nature Lake

9/10/2014 11:26 AM

18

All

9/10/2014 8:52 AM
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Q5 What are your TOP THREE reasons for
using the trails?
Answered: 143

Skipped: 8

Exercise

72.03%

Recreational
use

71.33%

To be close to
nature

34.27%

Commuting to
work or school

28.67%

To experience
solitude/ relax

25.17%

To get to
other trails

17.48%

Dog walking

14.69%

Adventure/
challenge

13.99%

Tours/
sightseeing

10.49%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Exercise (2)

72.03%

103

Recreational use (1)

71.33%

102

To be close to nature (7)

34.27%

49

Commuting to work or school (4)

28.67%

41

To experience solitude/ relax (5)

25.17%

36

To get to other trails

17.48%

25

Dog walking (6)

14.69%

21

Adventure/ challenge (8)

13.99%

20

Tours/ sightseeing (3)

10.49%

15

Total Respondents: 143
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Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
9.00

Median
3.00

Mean
3.76

Standard Deviation
2.62

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Birdwatching

9/25/2014 10:37 PM

2

Almost all of the above, actually

9/22/2014 11:36 AM

3

Exercise for my horse

9/16/2014 9:25 AM

4

Kids and Family Family time together

9/14/2014 6:49 AM

5

Kids and Family Playing with my kids

9/10/2014 9:57 AM

6

Kids and Family Playing with my kids

9/10/2014 9:56 AM
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Q6 On average, how often do you use trails
in the Town of Banff (excluding Parks
Canada Trails)?
Answered: 138

Skipped: 13

Daily

45.65%

Weekly

36.96%

Monthly

Never

16.67%

0.72%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Daily (1)

45.65%

63

Weekly (2)

36.96%

51

Monthly (3)

16.67%

23

Never (4)

0.72%

1

Total

138

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
4.00

Median
2.00
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Mean
1.72

Standard Deviation
0.76
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Q7 If you cycle in Banff, whose bicycle do
you use?
Answered: 122

Skipped: 29

My own

88.52%

Shared

5.74%

A rental

5.74%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

My own (1)

88.52%

108

Shared (2)

5.74%

7

A rental (3)

5.74%

7

Total

122

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
3.00

Median
1.00
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Mean
1.17

Standard Deviation
0.51

Town of Banff Trails Master Plan Questionnaire

Q8 Which main destinations do you visit in
Banff? (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 139

Skipped: 12

Downtown

89.93%

Central Park

69.06%

Banff Centre

62.59%

Bow Falls

61.87%

Recreation
Grounds

45.32%

Canoe Dock

40.29%

Cave and Basin
National...

37.41%

Cascade
Gardens/ Par...

33.09%

Surprise
Corner...

33.09%

Banff Springs
Hotel

32.37%

Fenlands Banff
Recreation...

31.65%

Industrial
Compound/...

31.65%

Tunnel
Mountain...

26.62%

Sulphur
Mountain...

24.46%

Banff Mineral
Springs...

17.99%

Schools

10.79%

Holiday on
Horseback

4.32%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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Answer Choices

Responses

Downtown (9)

89.93%

125

Central Park (8)

69.06%

96

Banff Centre (1)

62.59%

87

Bow Falls (4)

61.87%

86

Recreation Grounds (13)

45.32%

63

Canoe Dock (5)

40.29%

56

Cave and Basin National Historic Site (7)

37.41%

52

Cascade Gardens/ Parks Canada Administration (6)

33.09%

46

Surprise Corner Viewpoint (16)

33.09%

46

Banff Springs Hotel (3)

32.37%

45

Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre (10)

31.65%

44

Industrial Compound/ Employment Area (12)

31.65%

44

Tunnel Mountain Campground (17)

26.62%

37

Sulphur Mountain Attractions (15)

24.46%

34

Banff Mineral Springs Hospital (2)

17.99%

25

Schools (14)

10.79%

15

Holiday on Horseback (11)

4.32%

6

Total Respondents: 139

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
17.00

Median
8.00

Mean
8.12

Standard Deviation
4.60

#

Are any of these destinations hard to get to by trail? (Please specify.)

Date

1

Connections are hard to find or non existent. For example there is no single identified route by trail to sulphur mtn
from valley view or middle springs area. There is NO established trail from either area to cave and basin area or
rec grounds. As a result, a network of informal paths have been pounded in by the active populations of these
residential areas want to travel further than around the block. This is particularly important during the crazy
summer season when traffic congestion is heavy and driving unwise.

10/4/2014 7:11 PM

2

Industrial Compount

Rec Grounds Rec Grounds and Industrial compound (via Banff Ave)

10/2/2014 5:33 AM

3

In the winter the trails are steep and icy from middle springs to downtown. It's also very dark on any trail in the
months of October - Feb (so little day light). Would be great to have a trail to the Fenlands on the fenlands side of
the road so that I'm not walking on the road to get to this facility...especially in the dark in the winter months.

10/1/2014 2:35 PM

4

No, not particularly hard.

9/30/2014 8:53 PM

5

Tunnel Mountain Yes. Tunnel mtn rd has a trail that runs along side it that is "tricky" to clear. A little
maintenance would get mtn bikers off the road.

9/29/2014 9:57 PM

6

Industrial Compount Industrial compound because of railway.

9/29/2014 7:23 PM

7

Sulphur Mountain

9/29/2014 7:17 PM

Tunnel Mountain sulphur mtn and tunnel mtn are quite big hikes by trail from downtown.
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8
9

Schools schools

9/29/2014 6:41 PM

Banff Springs Hotel Industrial Compount -Trail to get to BSH on south side of the river is in terrible condition poor drainage and high horse traffic. Based on the number of people that walk that trail daily, it really should be in
better condition. Virtually impassible on a bike at the moment. -Only trail up to Sulphur attractions is from BSH.
With so many people walking on a busy road with no sidewalk (Mountain Ave.), it would make better sense to
have a dedicated multi-use trail. -No dedicated trail to industrial compound. Majority of people cross train tracks
illegally to/from Whisky Creek neighborhood. -Trail from downtown to surprise corner ejects people onto Buffalo
St. forcing them to walk up on the shoulder of the road. Not ideal but admittedly a very challenging area to build a
dedicated trail.

9/29/2014 6:09 PM

10

Rec Grounds Rec Grounds. It would be great to have a pedestrian bridge into central park.

9/26/2014 6:18 AM

11

Cave and Basin Horses often make trail to Cave and Basin impassable.

9/25/2014 9:01 PM

12

Banff Centre

9/24/2014 3:31 PM

13

Industrial Compount Industrial compound, crossing the CPR illegally. No real year round trail system.

Sulphur Mountain

Tunnel Mountain Fenlands Sulphur Mountain Banff Centre

9/23/2014 8:20 AM

14

Cave and Basin Cave and Basin trail is horsy mush when it starts going uphill. That one section is confusing,
discourages those who are using a bike, and makes me not refer it to tourists. The Fenlands Rec Centre was
hard to get to, it's better now but still a bit of an afterthought, there's no mechanism for pedestrians/ciclysts to
safely/easily cross the road from the trail to the Fenlands. A ped crossing and an exit/rest stop area a the T
intersection would be worthwhile.

9/23/2014 8:00 AM

15

Do not use the trails to get to a destination, it is the journey!

9/18/2014 1:34 PM

16

any place in winter from middle springs because of steep icy conditions

9/18/2014 10:48 AM

17

Industrial Compount I wouldn't bike the unofficial trail between the Marmot Cresent and the industrial
compound, but I've walked it to drop-off/pick-up my car. My bik4 is a townie, so I Idon't often take it uphill.

9/18/2014 9:54 AM

18
19

Tunnel Mountain Tunnel man bike trails

9/17/2014 12:04 PM

Depends on the weather and depends if there is a event in town

9/17/2014 11:07 AM

20

Cave and Basin The Cave and Basin is very awkward to get to from Middle Springs

9/16/2014 7:19 PM

21

Industrial Compount industrial compound - crossing the tracks is problematic

9/16/2014 4:15 PM

22

23

The town owned land in front of 505-517 Buffalo St is landscaped so as to force pedestrians into the road, which
is inappropriate for a so-called 'roadside connector' - and 'roadside' is not a trail anyhows!
Vermillion Lakes Vermillion lakes to legacy trail

9/16/2014 12:56 PM

9/15/2014 9:05 AM

24

Rec Grounds It depends where you live, middle springs residents are forced all the way east to come down
through admin grounds and then across the main bridge, this would make the rec grounds and downtown harder
to get to compared to coming down switchbacks to sundance road and then access through the rec grounds and
across a ped bridge to central park

9/12/2014 4:23 AM

25

Dog Park I go to the dog park. Access to the dog park could be greatly improved if the trail system went there. I
would prefer not to have to walk on the road.

9/10/2014 2:11 PM

26

The only challenge I find is running into horses and horse droppings from the Warner Stables.

9/10/2014 2:08 PM

27

No

9/10/2014 1:44 PM

28

Juniper Hotel: access trail needed from Fenlands across hwy bridge.

9/10/2014 12:54 PM

29

No, very easy

9/10/2014 12:02 PM

30

Industrial Compount

31

Sulphur Mountain

Tunnel Mountain Tunnel mt, industrial compound

Tunnel Mountain Sulphur, tunnel

9/10/2014 10:05 AM
9/10/2014 9:58 AM
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Q9 Do you use maps to help you get around
the Town of Banff?
Answered: 138

Skipped: 13

No

77.54%

Yes

22.46%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

No (2)

77.54%

107

Yes (1)

22.46%

31

Total

138

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
2.00

Median
2.00
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Mean
1.78

Standard Deviation
0.42
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Q10 If you answered YES to the above, do
you use?
Answered: 30

Skipped: 121

Digital/ web
maps

66.67%

Paper maps/
brochures

56.67%

Maps at Town
of Banff kiosks

23.33%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Answer Choices

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Digital/ web maps (3)

66.67%

20

Paper maps/ brochures (2)

56.67%

17

Maps at Town of Banff kiosks (1)

23.33%

7

Total Respondents: 30

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
3.00

Median
2.00

Mean
2.30

Standard Deviation
0.73

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Trail signs

9/14/2014 6:51 AM

2

BNP maps

9/11/2014 9:37 AM
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Q11 Do you have any suggestions /
comments regarding signage or maps?
(Please describe.)
Answered: 31

#
1

Skipped: 120

Responses

Date

Legibility Signage for pedestrians -cyclist should be lower and distinct ( colour/ shape) from signs for drivers.

10/4/2014 7:11 PM

2

check the JNP/townsite model

10/2/2014 9:24 AM

3

"You Are Here" Tunnel Mountain The lovely way-finding signs around town are sometimes obscured by tree
branches or other objects. The trail sign for Tunnel Mtn. (on corner of Moose + Grizzly St) is not helpful/directive,
so should be replaced with a "you are here" map and arrow to trailhead.

9/30/2014 8:55 PM

4

Excellent so far. Keep expanding MTB offferings.

9/29/2014 9:32 PM

5

A lot of people like to go to the picnic area off Cave Ave.

9/29/2014 7:19 PM

6

Current New way finding signage is great. Is it still part of the plan package to erect a new entrance sign at the
West entrance? Any maps I've seen or used have been very well done. I think it's very important for the
hiking/biking maps to be updated regularly to stay current.

9/29/2014 6:12 PM

7
8
9

Tunnel Mountain Tunnel mtn. District. -- confusing to any looking for Tunnel mtn trail

a kilometre zero starting point downtown and better overall connectivity/wayfinding
Tunnel Mountain The sign at corner of Moose & Grizzly should clearly state where to find the trail up Tunnel

9/25/2014 10:41 PM
9/24/2014 10:03 AM
9/23/2014 12:46 PM

Mountain.
10

Too many signs Too many signs, disrupts the beautiful view of the Park! Driving in at night looks like the twilight
zone between, Parks, Town, and Highway signs. Do we really need so many signs to function? It's degrading in
a way! It's obvious the other directional systems are failing, that these had to be requested. Someone's not doing
their job!

9/23/2014 8:26 AM

11

Downtown Bike paths in town are not clearly delineated. Too many gray areas like the path along the river near
Central Park. Getting from downtown to start of bike trail near Inns of Banff is scary for tourists and locals alike.

9/23/2014 8:02 AM

12

Downtown Help visitors get around town. Add the new bridge

9/20/2014 4:54 PM

13

Current Ensure google maps are updated and accurte

9/19/2014 11:06 AM

14

Legibility new signs are too small and too high

9/18/2014 1:35 PM

15
16

Signage and maps are quite good.

9/17/2014 7:40 PM

Legibility Make them bigger and easier to read.

9/17/2014 11:37 AM

17

Current Tunnel Mountain Make your the info is correct-Poor people who want to hike tunnel are always
confused by the Tunnel Mtn road sign vs the tunnel Mtn campground vs the tunnel Mtn hike

9/17/2014 11:09 AM

18

Good

9/17/2014 9:48 AM

19

Legibility Too many signs I have helped so many tourists who are lost trying to use the tourism map. It's a very
conceptual map and not at all suited for walking on the trails. Walking signage is in one sense good, in another
sense poor. There are almost too many signs but the biggest problem is that they are too high and most people
never look up and see them

9/16/2014 7:22 PM

20
21

Time and Distance Include on signs time and/or distance to the next trail or destination

I like your signage, keep up the good work.

9/16/2014 8:04 AM
9/15/2014 9:06 AM

22

Legibility Better signage directing people (particularly tourists) to trails

9/10/2014 3:13 PM

23

Legibility Clear signs when on trail pointing direction of town

9/10/2014 2:18 PM

24

N/A

9/10/2014 2:02 PM
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25

No

9/10/2014 1:47 PM

26

Bilingual In our national park, are interpretive materials supposed to be bilingual. Also, let's correct the name
from "Tunnel Mtn" to "Sleeping Buffalo".

9/10/2014 12:57 PM

27

The shortcut to the industrial compound is hard to find if you don't know the way

9/10/2014 12:03 PM

28

Nope

9/10/2014 11:13 AM

29

Add stop signs on every corner in town

9/10/2014 11:11 AM

30
31

Too many signs Less signage

9/10/2014 10:54 AM

Love the dog poop bags!

9/10/2014 10:34 AM
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Q12 What are the key barriers to using
Town of Banff trails more often for active
commuting? (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 116

Skipped: 35

Weather

43.97%

Lack of Winter
Maintenance

36.21%

Lack of
Lighting

35.34%

Safety concerns

28.45%

Wildlife

28.45%

Lack of Routes

22.41%

Lack of
Facilities

19.83%

Distance

10.34%

Terrain (hills)

10.34%

Lack of
Information

8.62%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Weather (2)

43.97%

51

Lack of Winter Maintenance

36.21%

42

Lack of Lighting

35.34%

41

Safety concerns (1)

28.45%

33

Wildlife (4)

28.45%

33

Lack of Routes

22.41%

26

Lack of Facilities

19.83%

23

Distance (3)

10.34%

12

Terrain (hills) (5)

10.34%

12
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8.62%

Lack of Information

10

Total Respondents: 116

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
10.00

Median
6.00

Mean
5.39

Standard Deviation
3.09

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

The trail thru admin grounds should be better maintained in winter as it receives lots of use and becomes very icy
quickly. This has improved significantly during the past winter however.

10/4/2014 7:14 PM

2

Horses horse use / manure

10/2/2014 9:26 AM

3

Wildlife Bears specifically as I have a young child

10/2/2014 5:36 AM

4

Winter Distance is only in the winter when it's dark and quite cold.

10/1/2014 2:38 PM

5

Winter winter maintenance could be better on trail through admin grounds to middle springs

9/30/2014 10:54 AM

6

Not applicable, I ride everywhere

9/29/2014 10:00 PM

7

People In the summer the trails around town are so busy it takes away the fun. Hard problem to fix though!

9/29/2014 6:44 PM

8

Dogs Dogs off-leash all the time

9/25/2014 9:05 PM

9

Bridge I would drive less if there was a bridge from the horseback/baseball rec grounds to the central park

9/20/2014 4:58 PM

10

Traffic dangerous taxi drivers & dangerous tourist drivers

9/17/2014 11:54 AM

11
12

None of the above

9/17/2014 10:31 AM

Bike Racks More bike racks on bear st

9/17/2014 10:14 AM

13

Signage The bike trail signs are at best a joke. Random bike symbols on the pavement that don't connect ot
anything. Whomever put them down clearly doesn't cycle.

9/16/2014 7:24 PM

14

Winter Many trails (and roads) are not properly maintained for winter pedestrian use. 'Trails Closed' signs are
placed on busy routes as a way to avoid liability

9/16/2014 12:59 PM

15
16

Horses bike and horses do not mix

9/16/2014 9:28 AM

Not an option for commuting in my case.

9/11/2014 10:15 AM

17

Traffic For me, the crossing of the hwy to the Juniper Hotel is a problem.

9/10/2014 12:59 PM

18

Bike Racks Definitely, way more bike racks

9/10/2014 11:12 AM
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Q13 Do you use Town of Banff trails in the
winter?
Answered: 131

Skipped: 20

Yes

82.44%

No

17.56%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Yes (1)

82.44%

108

No (2)

17.56%

23

Total

131

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
2.00

Median
1.00

Mean
1.18

Standard Deviation
0.38

#

Why? (please specify)

Date

1

relaxation (river trail & running

10/2/2014 5:36 AM

2

Commuting Dog Walking I need to walk my dog and I also enjoy walking to and from work, although winter is
very tricky due to trail conditions (icy) and lighting

10/1/2014 2:38 PM

3

Exercise still need exercise in winter

9/30/2014 8:58 PM

4

Commuting

9/30/2014 10:54 AM

5

Birdwatching birdwatching, sightseeing with visitors

6

Nature To get out and enjoy nature. For walking to work

9/29/2014 7:21 PM

Same reasons as summer. Banff residents are out and about all year round!

7

Commuting

8

Commuting easiest way to get around

9/26/2014 5:48 AM

9

Nature Enjoy the sights & fresh air

9/25/2014 10:47 PM

10

Birdwatching

9/25/2014 9:05 PM

11

Commuting commuting to work

9/24/2014 10:04 AM

12

Commuting

9/23/2014 8:04 AM

13
14

Exercise commuting, health, peace of mind

9/29/2014 6:44 PM
9/26/2014 6:22 AM

Exercise Running, birding

Exercise

Nature A solid mix of commuting, appreciating nature, and exercise.

Grooming winter maintenance

9/21/2014 1:29 PM

Dog Walking walking my dogs

9/20/2014 4:58 PM
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15

Haven't spent a winter here yet

9/19/2014 10:48 AM

16

Exercise Exercise

9/18/2014 1:36 PM

17

Commuting it is easier than starting a vechical for a short drive DT

9/18/2014 10:50 AM

18

Nature Like to walk Fenland trail - the creek is so pretty!

9/18/2014 9:57 AM

19

Exercise Just to go for a walk

9/17/2014 7:42 PM

20
21
22

Much faster and warmer to drive.

9/17/2014 1:09 PM

Commuting Work

9/17/2014 12:00 PM

Maintenance sucks. Clean trails before tier 2and3 streets

9/17/2014 11:39 AM

23

Dog Walking Walk dog

9/17/2014 11:20 AM

24

Dog Walking Need to get out-Dog walking

9/17/2014 11:10 AM

25

I always walk whenever possible

9/16/2014 7:24 PM

26

Birdwatching

27

Commuting Commute to work

9/16/2014 12:19 PM

28

Exercise exercise

9/16/2014 9:28 AM

29

Exercise Excersise

9/16/2014 9:12 AM

30

Exercise Occasionally running. And x-c skiing (Tunnel Mtn and on the Bow River)

9/14/2014 6:52 AM

31

Commuting I enjoy my pedestrian existance

9/12/2014 4:26 AM

32

Exercise exercise, birdwatching, recreation

Same as summer.

9/16/2014 4:16 PM

9/11/2014 10:15 AM

33

Commuting To get to work

9/11/2014 8:58 AM

34

Dog Walking To walk my dog

9/10/2014 2:12 PM

35

Exercise Just b/c the weather changes doesn't mean you get to be inactive!

9/10/2014 2:05 PM

36

Adventure

9/10/2014 1:56 PM

37

Not here in winter

9/10/2014 1:23 PM

38

Nature Nature is glorious.

9/10/2014 12:59 PM

39

Not here in Wimtery

9/10/2014 12:55 PM

40

Just to walk around and be outside

9/10/2014 12:52 PM

41

Fun

9/10/2014 12:20 PM

42

Too afraid of a fall

9/10/2014 12:04 PM

43

Exercise Exercise

9/10/2014 11:35 AM

44

I will go back next month

9/10/2014 11:29 AM

45

Quicker to travel

9/10/2014 11:15 AM

46

Bad weather

9/10/2014 11:05 AM

47

Exercise Walking for exercise

9/10/2014 10:56 AM

48

Cold

9/10/2014 10:47 AM

49

To enjoy outdoors with my children

9/10/2014 10:06 AM
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Q14 What trail improvements or changes
would make you walk and bike more?
(Please describe.)
Answered: 66

Skipped: 85

#

Responses

Date

1

Bike Lanes Dedicated bike lane on as many roads as feasible. Cycling on riverside trail in summer is not
appropriate but neither is cycling the wrong way on a one way street. If fact it is illegal.

10/4/2014 7:14 PM

2

Horses Seperate create horse only trails/ shared trails with horses are a health hazard and an unwelcome
experiance for visitors and local users

10/2/2014 9:26 AM

3

Maintenance more maintained trails that young children can also bike on

10/2/2014 5:36 AM

4

Lighting Winter better winter maintenance and lights would be great. To have a trail to the fenlands and to the
centre would be great as well.

10/1/2014 2:38 PM

5

Winter Close downtown core to vehicular traffic, and have non-residents park out of town and use public transit
to enter town. Sand/maintain consistently well, more kilometers of trails in winter, to encourage winter walkers.

9/30/2014 8:58 PM

6

Winter Shovelling of sidewalks and dedicated bike lanes (not shared with cars). Town internal paths are the
sidewalks to me, but snow clearing is an issue (esp. on Banff Ave - for our guests and residents, some property
owners/tenants are not good enough in their service, more efficient for the Town to do it with a couple runs up
and down the street with their specialized equipment).

9/30/2014 4:20 PM

7

Easier Trail Maybe just an easier trail to get up mountain ave. would help ease congestion on the road! Tons of
trails already there, just need maintenance!

9/29/2014 10:00 PM

8

More Trails A trail that goes from Central Park to Rec Grounds and a trail that goes to the industrial compound

9/29/2014 8:18 PM

9

More Trails Expand trail network

9/29/2014 7:24 PM

10

Lighting

9/29/2014 6:44 PM

Winter If downtown trails were lit in the winter that would be great.

11

Maintenance I like to see trail conditions improved on trails that receive lots of horse traffic or are in poor
condition due to neglect, drainage issues, etc. I'd like to see more trails period. I love walking my dog, walking
with my wife, cycling and running on any and every trail, and when I see the trail networks in neighboring
mountain communities (Jasper, Revy, Fernie, Rossland, etc.), I think Banff's trail network is lacking, which is
unfortunate given it's stature.

9/29/2014 6:19 PM

12

please, NO more signs!!

9/25/2014 10:47 PM

13

Lighting

Winter Lighting, better winter care

14

Maintenance trail design, connectivity and maintenance

9/24/2014 3:33 PM
9/24/2014 10:04 AM

15

Long term, more permanent housing, for storage, other than car camping!

9/23/2014 8:58 AM

16

Bike Lanes Making our trails a core way to commute. Wider paths for better sharing, more little details similar to
the bike repair post in Central park. A proper downtown bike lane.

9/23/2014 8:04 AM

17

Winter The road up to the Ken Madsen path in the winter is pretty hairy. Just a sheet of ice. I know that's road
but it's a concern when the Ken Madsen path is pretty well maintained.

9/22/2014 11:38 AM

18
19

Winter More snow clearing

9/22/2014 11:30 AM

Pedestrian Bridge I would really love a bridge between the horseback rec grounds and central park, the
pedestrian bridge is to far out the way to get to work and the main bridge is to busy in the summer
Winter Improve night lighting and winter maintenance of the trail through the Cascade gardens.

9/20/2014 4:58 PM

20

Lighting

21

More Trails More and better

9/19/2014 11:06 AM

22

Lighting Better lighting at night. Shower facilities. Better connection to the Legacy Trail on Banff Ave.

9/19/2014 10:48 AM
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23

Winter Winter maintenance

9/18/2014 10:50 AM

24

Easier Trail Wish there were more flatter loop trails for town bikes. Bigger bike racks at Safeway and Nesters
(they're usually full and you need to grab a tree).

9/18/2014 9:57 AM

25

None, if I decide to go, I'm going to go.

9/17/2014 7:42 PM

26

More Trails More trails into residential areas. Current trail to work is Banff ave.

9/17/2014 12:06 PM

27

Bike Lanes Bike lanes on roads in town.

9/17/2014 12:05 PM

28

Lighting

9/17/2014 11:39 AM

29

More Trails More cycling trails, similar to legacy trail

9/17/2014 11:20 AM

30

Winter No ice on paths

9/17/2014 11:10 AM

31

Bike Lanes Connection of legacy trail to downtown. Bike lane along Mountain Avenue.

9/17/2014 10:31 AM

Maintenance Better lighting and better maintenance

32

Less vehicle traffic

33

Lighting Lighting

9/17/2014 9:50 AM

34

Bike Lanes dedicated bike lanes, well marked.

9/16/2014 7:24 PM

35

Lighting Lighting at the Pedestrian Bridge between the bridge and roadway

9/16/2014 4:08 PM

36

9/17/2014 10:14 AM

Winter winter maintenance to a defined level of service. Council to put our money to this and save money on
newpaper propaganda.

9/16/2014 12:59 PM

37

More Trails better trails to TBC, more off-street trails, more bike rake

9/16/2014 12:19 PM

38

Horses Seperate bike trails should be beside horse trails not shared

9/16/2014 9:28 AM

39

Lighting lighting

9/16/2014 8:34 AM

40

More Trails bike friendly/ chariot friendly trial from Middle Springs

9/16/2014 8:20 AM

41

Winter Trails need to be cleared of snow and maintained in the winter, or, groomed for cross-country skiing

9/16/2014 8:09 AM

42

I think thay are good now.

9/15/2014 9:13 AM

43

Bike Lanes dedicated lanes

9/12/2014 1:10 PM

44

Pedestrian Bridge The bext ped bridge

9/12/2014 4:26 AM

45

Winter Winter clearing sanding middle springs thru admin grounds

9/11/2014 8:58 AM

46
47
48
49

More, or at least better quality, bike racks

9/10/2014 3:18 PM

Lighting Lighting

9/10/2014 2:25 PM

Directions to town from trails, rather than other places

9/10/2014 2:20 PM

Wayfinding One map of all trails with a description

9/10/2014 2:05 PM

50

Wayfinding If the signs postings had the distances labelled more often instead of just the title of the route or
destinations name

9/10/2014 1:27 PM

51

Trails are ok as they are

9/10/2014 1:23 PM

52

Horses Seperate Less use by horses (probably applies to Parks Can trails)

9/10/2014 1:14 PM

53

Paid parking.

9/10/2014 12:59 PM

54

None. I am out a lot

9/10/2014 12:20 PM

55

Lighting Lighting

9/10/2014 12:14 PM

56

Wayfinding More signage for when you think you're lost, like on the hoodoos trail

9/10/2014 12:04 PM

57

Maintenance Better maintance for bike trails

9/10/2014 11:35 AM

58

Nothing, let nature be

9/10/2014 11:15 AM
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59

Lighting More frequently placed lighting

9/10/2014 11:13 AM

60

Pedestrian Bridge Having a bridge from Central Park to coop would open new horizon

9/10/2014 11:12 AM

61

Lighting Lighting

9/10/2014 11:00 AM

62
63

Wider trails as there are often walkers skateboarders and biking
Wayfinding Distance signage and map signs

9/10/2014 10:56 AM
9/10/2014 10:54 AM

64

Leaving trails as natural as possible

9/10/2014 10:45 AM

65

Bike Lanes Lighting A little extra room on the road up to the sulphur mountain amenities, so flying on my bike
home at midnight does not conflict with traffic. Silly, but riding the parallel trail is probably not the safest at that
time and trail lighting is silly.

9/10/2014 10:37 AM

66

More Trails Trail or bike path to compound

9/10/2014 10:06 AM
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Q15 Do any of the following activities
negatively impact your experience on trails
in the Town of Banff?
Answered: 123

Skipped: 28

51.75%
Equestrian use

48.25%

23.53%
Skateboarding

76.47%

18.45%
Dog walking

81.55%

17.89%
Rickshaw use

82.11%

13.13%
Cycling

86.87%

0%

Yes
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No

Yes (1)
Equestrian use

Skateboarding

Dog walking

Rickshaw use

Cycling
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No (2)

Total

51.75%
59

48.25%
55

114

23.53%
24

76.47%
78

102

18.45%
19

81.55%
84

103

17.89%
17

82.11%
78

95

13.13%
13

86.87%
86

99
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Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Rickshaw use

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.82

0.38

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.82

0.39

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.87

0.34

1.00

2.00

1.00

1.48

0.50

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.76

0.42

Dog walking

Cycling

Equestrian use

Skateboarding

#

If yes, Where and how? (please specify)

Date

1

Horses The very attractive march loop and trail adjacent to cave and basin are impassible due to mud caused
by horse use. Likewise the trails from residential areas to Banff springs hotel and spray river trail areas.

10/4/2014 7:15 PM

2

Horses carriage use on the sundance trail??!!

10/2/2014 9:29 AM

3

Hourse Poo manure on the river trail to Bow Falls

10/2/2014 5:38 AM

4

Hourse Poo On the trail from the rec grounds to the Bow falls steps - generally quite messy with what horses
leave behind. Do the horses need to be on walking trails?

10/1/2014 2:52 PM

5

Dogs Hourse Poo Rickshaws I didn't think rickshaws were allowed on the trails... Dog walkers need to keep
dogs on leash and well rained-in/behaved please. I don't use the trails that horses use, as they are most
unpleasant conditions to walk on.

9/30/2014 9:02 PM

6

Horses Hourse Poo All the horse shit along the trails on the south bank of the river negatively impacts me, as
do the convoys at times. Easy to poke your way through a crown, not easy to poke your way through a dozen
900lb animals.

9/30/2014 4:24 PM

7

Dogs

8

Horses

Hourse Poo The poop is gross. The horses do more damage to trails then bikes.

9/29/2014 10:02 PM

Cycling

Hourse Poo

9/29/2014 8:19 PM

9

Horses dogs off leash. Horse use more Parks trails

Skateboarding not picking up poop, cycling side by side, skateboarding in an out of

9/30/2014 10:54 AM

people and jumping
10

11

Horses Hourse Poo Horses damage trails more than any other user group. This group also has a sense of
entitlement but does very little in terms of trail building or maintenance. And no one likes horse apples on trails!
Dogs

Rickshaws

Skateboarding rickshaws and skateboards are inappropriate dogs are ok but some owners

9/29/2014 7:27 PM

9/29/2014 7:24 PM

don't pick up after the dogs
12

Dogs The only reason I checked these boxes is the poo. So many dog owners just don't pick up and it is
disgusting.

9/29/2014 6:46 PM

13

Hourse Poo I only say equestrian use because of the condition the horses leave the trails in. I have no problem
with horses otherwise.

9/29/2014 6:27 PM

14

Hourse Poo horse poop especially towards the HOH stables

9/26/2014 5:49 AM

15

Skateboarding Skateboarders on sidewalks

9/25/2014 10:53 PM

16

Dogs

9/25/2014 9:09 PM

17

Hourse Poo

18

19

Horses Equestrian in Cave and Basin area, dogs everywhere
Rickshaws Too much horse shit, Rickshaws are wide and take too much space

Dogs People who let their (sometimes intimidating) dogs run around off leash on popular trails frighten both me
and my child, especially along the North side of the Bow between the two bridges where sightlines are blocked by
trees.
Hourse Poo Why don't horse owners have to pick up their horse's poo? It's gross and makes the trails stink
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20

Skateboarding Bow river bridge - skateboarding

9/19/2014 1:04 PM

21

Cycling bikes & SB on bridge

9/18/2014 10:51 AM

22

23
24

25
26

Cycling I am astounded by cyclists (the majority) who don't follow road rules, don't use bike bells when passing,
and so on.
Hourse Poo Now falls trail, lots of horse poop. Smelly

9/18/2014 10:03 AM

9/17/2014 7:47 PM

Skateboarding People skateboarding is the most common issue on sidewalks. Most cyclists know to use the
road (though not all).

9/17/2014 1:10 PM

Dogs people have dogs off leash and don't clean up after their pets

9/17/2014 12:39 PM

Hourse Poo

9/17/2014 10:33 AM

Skateboarding Skateboarders not walking in busy areas. Horse droppings at south end of led

bridge.
27

Horses Ricksaws absolutely would if they were allowed on trails but they are not so an irrelevent questions.
Horses are a pain on the trails adjacent to the stablesMarsh loop, cave avenue

9/16/2014 7:30 PM

28

Horses Equestrians do not appear to contribute to the maintenance of multi user trails in a timely manner when
causing damage

9/16/2014 4:10 PM

29

Cycling Cyclists are often travelling too fast to safely co-use a trail with predestrian traffic

9/16/2014 1:01 PM

30

Hourse Poo all trails affected. Blocking of trails for faster users & animal feces left on trails

9/16/2014 12:21 PM

31

32
33

34

Cycling most are very compliant how ever the modification of the trails is not. these trails are supposed to be
natural not modified for bikers to go yet even faster throw the woods.
Dogs My kid has been bit before

9/16/2014 9:13 AM

Horses Rickshaws Rickshaws take up too much space and are inappropriate for use on trails. Horses should
not be permitted on trails around town, but limited to backcountry use.
Dogs

9/16/2014 9:32 AM

Hourse Poo Dogs off leash and riding around/through horseshit

9/16/2014 8:11 AM

9/15/2014 9:23 AM

35

Dogs The dog walkers should be resticted to a 2m leash, when the wonder is one one side o fthe trail and the
dog on the aother it a huge trip hazard.

9/15/2014 9:15 AM

36

Between the Banff Springs Hotel and Valleyview, and between Bow Falls and the YWCA, nothing too bad, but
mud and trail damage.

9/14/2014 6:55 AM

37

Hourse Poo Horse shit on the trail, really, this is allowed , really ??? Imagine if people's dogs shit could just be
left all over the trail, not cool, but somehow horse shit on the trail is ok???? Hmmmm???? Perplexed!!!!!

9/12/2014 4:41 AM

38

Everywhere they can go and they don't Ike other people in the same area than them

9/10/2014 1:58 PM

39

Hourse Poo Sun dance trail gets messy

9/10/2014 1:32 PM

40

Hourse Poo Horses leaving their crap where ever and when ever

9/10/2014 1:28 PM

41

Dogs Dogs off leash areas could be signposted

9/10/2014 1:26 PM

42
43

Around the Cave and basin

9/10/2014 1:17 PM

Hourse Poo Also horse use makes a mess of trails. The outfitters & riders should pay the cost of their

9/10/2014 1:02 PM

externality.
44

Dogs Off leash attacks

9/10/2014 12:21 PM

45

Dogs

9/10/2014 11:14 AM

46

Cycling Biking as well

9/10/2014 11:01 AM

47

Horses Don't want to bike into or scare a horse so ride more cautiously

9/10/2014 10:55 AM

48

Hourse Poo Horse poo

9/10/2014 10:47 AM

49

Hourse Poo Trail destroyed by horses to sun dance canyon

9/10/2014 10:29 AM

50

Dogs

9/10/2014 10:00 AM

Hourse Poo Dogs barking at you and feces left on trail

Hourse Poo Poo on trail, dog & horse
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Q16 What are your TOP THREE priorities
for improvement of Town of Banff trails?
Answered: 124

Skipped: 27

Improve
linkages/ li...

54.84%

Improve
all-season u...

51.61%

Add new trails

42.74%

Repair and
restore...

40.32%

Encourage
active...

29.03%

Improve
signage and...

20.97%

Improve trail
etiquette,...

20.16%

Ensure safety
on trails

20.16%
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Answer Choices

70%
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90% 100%

Responses

Improve linkages/ link trails together (2)

54.84%

68

Improve all-season use of trails (7)

51.61%

64

Add new trails (1)

42.74%

53

Repair and restore existing trails (5)

40.32%

50

Encourage active commuting (8)

29.03%

36

Improve signage and wayfinding (4)

20.97%

26

Improve trail etiquette, highlight trail code of conduct (3)

20.16%

25

Ensure safety on trails (6)

20.16%

25

Total Respondents: 124

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

#

Maximum
8.00

Median
5.00

Other (please specify)

Mean
4.33

Standard Deviation
2.42

Date
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1

Trail definition, signage and restoration where multiple trails exist. Long term solutions to trail damage from horse
use and braiding, ( ie hardening, surfacing, boardwalk) funded by outfitter. Creation of bike lanes on most
roadways.

10/4/2014 7:15 PM

2

Horses Seperate horse use, carriage horse use and commercial horse use and manure on sundance canyon
trail is inappropriate on a or beside a paved trail...

10/2/2014 9:29 AM

3

New Trails I also see the need for there to be a trail to the Fenlands Facility as well as the Banff Centre. I hate
walking on St. Julien in the winter on the road. So not cool - especially as it's a dark street and not a lot of room to
move when cars are coming from both directions.

10/1/2014 2:52 PM

4

Etiquette Find ways to ensure people do not short-cut, causing erosion and other detrimental issues.

9/30/2014 9:02 PM

5

Signage I really wanted to check 4 items...signage is in dire need of an update as well. It's old, outdated and in
many cases, nonexistent.

9/29/2014 6:27 PM

6

Stop the ridiculous money wasting of the way finding signs. Your colour coded areas are not available to tourists
& locals certainly don't need this system!

9/25/2014 10:53 PM

7

add garbage cans at trail head or at end of trail

9/23/2014 12:48 PM

8

Winter During the winter using some roads for recreational uses, would add more of a Parks feel year round, cut
costs on road, street maintenance, sanding, salting moving snow around etc. Environmental positivity!
Encourage active commuting!

9/23/2014 9:07 AM

9

Pedestrian Bridge The bridge between the horseback rec grounds and central park

9/20/2014 4:59 PM

10

New Trails Add a trail from downtown to the upper hot springs.

9/19/2014 1:04 PM

11
12
13

14

Do a survey that is useful

9/18/2014 1:37 PM

Maintenance Maintenance will improve safety

9/18/2014 10:51 AM

Etiquette Really need some bicycle rules/education/enforcement. And I'm a cyclist. When I lived in Edmonton
years ago, and the trails were a new thing, the City gave out bike bells as a way to educate/encourage trail
etiquette. Worked really well.
New Trails Improve all-season use of trails; add new trails

9/18/2014 10:03 AM

9/17/2014 12:39 PM

15

I've lived here for 35 years and I can tell you most people don't actually commute on trails. It's a combination of
streets, sidewalks and trails where appropriate or to save time.

9/16/2014 7:30 PM

16

stop pretending that roads are a part of the trail system

9/16/2014 1:01 PM

17

I also do not understand why bikes get to modify trails and equestrian people can not take a saw to existing trails?
so we go around and create another path. We should be able to have crews as well to clear our paths.

9/16/2014 9:32 AM

18

don't allow dogs

9/16/2014 9:13 AM

19

Put a white line down the middle of the trail everywhere you can, consider making the trail from the canoe docs to
the christou ped bridge twice as wide as now it not the most pleasant stroll w having to get out of the way of the
other modes of traffic. Regarding the car bridge over bow river; southbound lanes, the one closest to the sidewalk,
water is sprayed from road onto peoples feet legs during spring melt and heavy rains, not very nice. And the
passenger sideview mirror from larger trucks, rv's and commercial vehicles is crazy, i have witnessed these
mirrors coming so close to peoples heads, very concerning. Solution: remove sidewalk from east side of bridge,
make it a 4th lane, put a roundabout at the south end of the bridge, keep sidewalk on west side of bridge w
concrete barrier between sidewalk and traffic, much like the barrier as you come down from the ywca and turn
right over the bridge

9/12/2014 4:41 AM

20

Maintenance Have commercial horse operator pick up manure on any/all townsite trails except single use horse
trail going down to springs

9/11/2014 9:00 AM

21

I find the existing trail system excellent for my purposes. I see little need to change.

9/10/2014 1:17 PM

22

Integrate w/ parks Canada.

9/10/2014 1:02 PM

23

Horses had tore up one of the trails to Banff Springs. That trail could have used more of a hardier base.

9/10/2014 12:57 PM

24

Nothing at all

9/10/2014 11:15 AM
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Q17 What are some key capital projects that
you would like to see pursued to improve
Town of Banff trails?
Answered: 120

Skipped: 31

New trail
connections

50.00%

Additional
bridge over ...

49.17%

Additional
designated C...

45.83%

New benches
and amenitie...

25.00%

Upgrading
gravel trail...

20.00%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Answer Choices

90% 100%

Responses

New trail connections (2)

50.00%

60

Additional bridge over the Bow River (3)

49.17%

59

Additional designated CP rail crossings (4)

45.83%

55

New benches and amenities along trails (5)

25.00%

30

Upgrading gravel trails to asphalt (1)

20.00%

24

Total Respondents: 120

Basic Statistics

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
5.00

Median
3.00

Mean
3.03

Standard Deviation
1.20

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Upgrade of trails as previously mentioned. Definition and establishment of connection to parks trails. Repair and
restoration of multiple trails, ie approach to tunnel mountain trail.

10/4/2014 7:16 PM

2

Horses Seperate move commercial horse use and commercial carriage use off the sundance trail

10/2/2014 9:29 AM

3

More Trails Pedestrian Bridge New trails (along the road ways) to the Fenlands and the Banff Centre. The
additional bridge would be from central park to the rec grounds - right?

10/1/2014 2:54 PM

4

Gravel trails are lovely, they don't need to be asphalt.

9/29/2014 6:50 PM
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5

More Trails Absolutely would love to see more trails and to link together existing trails to create a cohesive,
unified trail network. When compared to neighboring mountain communities (Jasper, Revy, Fernie, Rossland,
etc.), I feel our trail network is lacking - unfortunate given the stature and high-profile nature of the town.
Conditions on some existing trails definitely need to be addressed, anyone who has been on the Tower 1 trail
from the gondola to the Spray Loop knows that it is in such poor condition that you almost can't even walk it, let
alone run or bike it. As a side note, the BVMBA has done a wonderful job with the trails they oversee, but they're
only capable of so much.

9/29/2014 6:33 PM

6

Keep Bow River trail upgraded & root free for wheel chairs

9/25/2014 10:57 PM

7

Bathrooms Bathrooms or compostable toilets are always a necessity!

9/23/2014 9:10 AM

8

More Trails A clear trail infront of Luxton museum would be nice, that parking area is very dangerous and it
feels disconnected from Rec Grounds trails and bridges.

9/23/2014 8:22 AM

9

trails should start in the town and go through the woods with a

9/18/2014 1:40 PM

10

Be great to have a loop trail and bridge that went on the opposite side of the Bow from the Bow River Trail. Or one
that went around the marsh/back of Warner Stables and connected via another bridge to the Bow River Trail.

9/18/2014 10:11 AM

11

In terms of trail connections, visibility for cyclists (and drivers) needs to be improved at intersections. In particular
if you come from the pedestrian bridge, crossing Caribou is difficult because you can't see cars well.

9/17/2014 7:47 PM

12

better cycling paths

9/17/2014 12:39 PM

13

Trails separate from traffic. I.e. Muskrat or cougar st

9/17/2014 12:09 PM

14

Please don't add any more bridges or asphalt upgrades to gravel paths!

9/17/2014 11:57 AM

15

Lighting

9/17/2014 11:40 AM

16

Connection of legacy trail to downtown. Bike lane on Mountain Ave.

9/17/2014 10:34 AM

17

to Banff Centre

9/12/2014 1:11 PM

18

Not all trails to be paved - just busiest commuter links

9/11/2014 9:02 AM

19

I see little need for capital upgrades. I think resources should go towards the maintenance of existing trails.

9/10/2014 1:20 PM

20

Any river bridge shd be a seasonal pontoon, not a fixed bridge. Bury the railway by Banff. Think of the disaster if
there were a spill into Mosq Ck.

9/10/2014 1:04 PM

21

Mountain bike trails

9/10/2014 11:37 AM

22

Actually, one bridge over the bow falls connecting the banff centre with the banff springs would be an amazing
attraction

9/10/2014 11:21 AM

23

Nothing

9/10/2014 11:17 AM

24

Additional bridge for vehicles

9/10/2014 11:06 AM

25

Water fountains

9/10/2014 10:48 AM
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Q18 Are there any other issues or concerns
that you would like to tell us about?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 120

#

Responses

Date

1

The Banff trails map is confusing particularly with the reference to roads as trails.

10/4/2014 7:16 PM

2

During summer mostly, the benches along trails are well used, so a few more would be lovely. Improving and
maintaining trails such that there are no big puddle-collecting areas (these cause people to circumnavigate and
thus cause erosion and breakdown around the trail).

9/30/2014 9:06 PM

3

I live in this town so I can commute 365 days out of the year and ride my mtn or road bike 7-8 months. No other
complaints!

9/29/2014 10:05 PM

4

Wayfinding and signage to encourage linking TOB trails with PC trails.

9/29/2014 9:38 PM

5

locals have much reduced access to the Post Office, & the Hosp iital

9/29/2014 7:27 PM

6

It would be great if more trails were track set for XC skiing. Areas such as the Cave & Basin trails, Marsh Loop,
Vermilion Road (close it to vehicles), Tunnel Mountain Drive (closed part).

9/29/2014 6:50 PM

7

I think I've brought them all up but I am 100% in support of additional trails, linking existing trails and repairing
existing trails that are in poor condition.

9/29/2014 6:33 PM

8

There are so many employees that have to cross the tracks to get to the industrial compound. It's important to
have safe access over the tracks.

9/26/2014 5:50 AM

9

Stop the way finding banners on otter St/Tunnel , what a waste.

9/25/2014 10:57 PM

10

Can't think of any?!

9/23/2014 9:10 AM

11

More super amazing mountain bike trails

9/19/2014 11:07 AM

12

No sign on the south side of the pedestrian bridge giving direction to the Bow Falls

9/18/2014 1:40 PM

13

Thanks for asking!

9/18/2014 10:11 AM

14

The sidewalks along Caribou East of Banff Ave are in bad shape and don't get cleared often between Muskrat
and Beaver.

9/17/2014 7:47 PM

15

say yes to food trucks!! #rickshawlife

9/17/2014 11:57 AM

16

Dave Millard's glasses

9/17/2014 11:40 AM

17

Thanks

9/17/2014 11:11 AM

18

Seasonal trail closures between Glen Avenue and Bow Falls are a constant disappointment. This amenity should
be designed and made accessible for year round use.

9/16/2014 4:12 PM

19

The railway crossing going to the industrial compound needs to be repaired it is really in poor shape.

9/16/2014 9:15 AM

20

Dog poo on trail, its hard to control, but its and education thing.

9/15/2014 9:16 AM

21

a horse business does not belong on Town trails

9/12/2014 1:11 PM

22

No

9/10/2014 2:26 PM

23

Would like to see less trail damage by horse travel and more signage for dog owners to pick up dog poop and to
keep dogs on leash.

9/10/2014 2:17 PM

24

No

9/10/2014 1:49 PM

25

Increasing horse use between the Banff Springs and the Cave and Basin has degraded the some of the trails.

9/10/2014 1:20 PM

26

Have an annual car-free day or two in Banff.

9/10/2014 1:04 PM
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27

Stop turning this beautiful town into a Las Vegas of the north, if biking around is good for the local (like you said
with your ad in the papers), it's as good for the tourist. Tourist should leave their cars at the hotel, close banff ave
to traffic, give the town back to cyclist and pedestrian, tourist can enjoy banff by bike, walk, bus, taxi. And it's good
for business cause a tourist stuck in traffic is not a tourist who is spending while walking around.

9/10/2014 11:21 AM

28

Why pollute nature with such things as asphalt, benches etc.

9/10/2014 11:17 AM

29

No

9/10/2014 10:47 AM

30

Tourists that steal bikes for a living, more secure places to lock bikes.

9/10/2014 10:41 AM

31

No

9/10/2014 10:16 AM
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PUBLIC QUESTIONNAIRE #2 – DRAFT MASTER PLAN REVIEW

LEES+Associates

Draft Action Item Number
(Used in Public Consultation
Surveys)

Final Action Item Numbers

2

3

3

4

11

15

12

16

14

19

15A

20A

15B

20B

21

27

28

34

44

50*

51

57

LEES+Associates

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q1 Please tell us more about you:
Answered: 40

Skipped: 1

52.50%
Gender

47.50%

0%

10%

Male

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Female

Male (1)

Female (2)

Gender

Total

52.50%
21

47.50%
19

40

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Gender
1.00

2.00

1 / 21

1.00

1.48

0.50

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q2 How old are you?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 0

2.44%

Age:

36.59%

46.34%

14.63%

0%

10%

0 to 15

0 to 15 (1)
Age:

20%

16 to 24

16 to 24 (2)
0.00%
0

30%

40%

25 to 40

25 to 40 (3)
2.44%
1

50%

60%

41 to 60

70%

80%

90% 100%

60 and over

41 to 60 (4)
36.59%
15

60 and over (5)
46.34%
19

Total
14.63%
6

41

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Age:
2.00

5.00

4.00

2 / 21

3.73

0.73

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q3 Which of the following best describes
you?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 0

4.88%

92.68%
I am:

2.44%

0%

10%

Visitor

20%

30%

40%

Banff Resident

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Seasonal Employee

Employed in Banff but live elsewhere

Visitor (1)
I am:

Banff Resident (2)

4.88%
2

Seasonal Employee (3)

92.68%
38

Employed in Banff but live elsewhere (4)

0.00%
0

Total
2.44%
1

41

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

I am:
1.00

4.00

2.00

3 / 21

2.00

0.38

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q4 Action 3 recommends improving the onroad conditions under the south end of the
Banff Avenue bridge (Birch/Glen Avenue).
This location does not currently have a trail
or a dedicated cycling/pedestrian route.
Improvements would include road paint and
bollards to define a 2 - 3 meter wide
walking/cycling lane. Estimated cost =
$16,500
Answered: 38

Skipped: 3

23.68%

34.21%

Response:

31.58%

10.53%

0%

10%

20%

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree (1)
Response:

30%

Agree

Agree (2)

23.68%
9

40%

50%

Neutral

Neutral (3)

34.21%
13

60%

70%

Disagree

90% 100%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree (4)

31.58%
12

80%

Strongly Disagree (5)

0.00%
0

Total
10.53%
4

38

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

4 / 21

2.00

2.39

1.16

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q5 Action 4 recommends prioritizing
selected trails in the Middle Springs
neighbourhood to be upgraded to 2 meter
wide gravel surface and reducing steep
grades (see blue trails shown in the map
below). This improvement would enable
improved winter maintenance. Estimated
cost = $65,000.
Answered: 38

Skipped: 3

28.95%

36.84%

Response:

21.05%

2.63%

10.53%

0%

10%

20%

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree (1)
Response:

30%

Agree

Agree (2)

28.95%
11

40%

50%

Neutral

Neutral (3)

36.84%
14

60%

70%

Disagree

90% 100%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree (4)

21.05%
8

80%

Strongly Disagree (5)

2.63%
1

Total
10.53%
4

38

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

5 / 21

2.00

2.29

1.21

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q6 Action 27 recommends working with CP
Rail to provide a pedestrian overpass over
the rail line at a location between Marmot
Crescent and the Industrial Compound
(shown in blue on the map below). A
surface crossing is not an option due to
public safety concerns and CP Rail
requirements. Estimated cost = $2 million
Answered: 39

Skipped: 2

30.77%

28.21%

Response:

7.69%

10.26%

23.08%
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Response:

30%
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12

40%

50%
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28.21%
11

60%

70%

Disagree

90% 100%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree (4)

7.69%
3

80%

Strongly Disagree (5)

10.26%
4

Total
23.08%
9

39

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

6 / 21

2.00

2.67

1.56

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q7 Action 15 is to provide a dedicated 2way cycling route on Banff Avenue to
provide a safe connection from the Legacy
Trail East to Muskrat Street (see segment
#11 identified on the map below). A
traffic/parking impact study would be
required, as well as detailed planning and
design work. Estimated cost = $200,000
Answered: 38

Skipped: 3

34.21%

13.16%

Response:

15.79%

13.16%

23.68%
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40%
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5
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90% 100%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree (4)

15.79%
6

80%

Strongly Disagree (5)

13.16%
5

Total
23.68%
9

38

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

7 / 21

3.00

2.79

1.59

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q8 Action 16 is to provide dedicated cycling
greenways on Muskrat and Elk Streets to
connect the pedestrian bridge, Legacy Trail,
and schools and to provide a safe route
through Downtown (see segments
identified with “12” on the map below).
Three preliminary design options have been
considered which range from traditional 1way bike lanes with road paint to a 2-way
cycling route separated from traffic by road
paint and bollards. A traffic/parking impacts
study and additional planning and design
work is required. Estimated cost = $500,000
Answered: 39

Skipped: 2

30.77%

20.51%

Response:

12.82%

12.82%

23.08%
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40%
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60%
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Strongly Disagree

Disagree (4)
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80%

Strongly Disagree (5)
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5

Total
23.08%
9

39

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

8 / 21

2.00

2.77

1.56

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q9 Action 19 focuses on improving on-road
conditions on Tunnel Mountain Road
(Moose St to Tunnel Mtn Drive).
Improvements would include creating a
defined road shoulder with paint and
bollards on the uphill side to provide safer
conditions for both pedestrians and
cyclists. Estimated cost: Tunnel Mountain
Road = $105,000
Answered: 39

Skipped: 2

28.21%

43.59%

Response:

12.82%

5.13%

10.26%
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80%

Strongly Disagree (5)
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Total
10.26%
4

39

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

9 / 21

2.00

2.26

1.21

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q10 Action 20 A/B focuses on improving
on-road routes to the Banff Centre (St.
Julien Road and Buffalo Street).
Improvements would include creating a
defined road shoulder with paint and
bollards on the uphill side to provide safer
conditions for both pedestrians and
cyclists. Estimated costs: Buffalo Street =
$105,000; St. Julien Road = $40,000.
Answered: 39

Skipped: 2

30.77%

41.03%

Response:

15.38%

2.56%

10.26%
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Total
10.26%
4

39

Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

10 / 21

2.00

2.21

1.20

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q11 Action 34 recommends widening the
Bow River Trail from the Pedestrian Bridge
to Wolf Street to 3 meters and ensuring it is
fully accessible for those with wheelchairs
or other mobility aids (as shown in the map
below). Additional planning and design
would be required. Estimated cost =
$250,000.
Answered: 38

Skipped: 3
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39.47%

Response:
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Total
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2
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Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

11 / 21

2.00

2.18

1.07

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q12 Action 50 recommends that trail use
agreements with commercial operators be
established. This would include a
requirement that waste resulting directly
from their operations/events be cleaned up
immediately (such as horse manure and
litter/signage from events).
Answered: 39

Skipped: 2
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Total
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2
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Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

12 / 21

2.00

1.79

0.97

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q13 Action 57 recommends considering
lighting certain key trails (using bollard
lights or overhead lights similar to those on
the Ken Madsen Trail to the Banff Centre).
Additional planning would be required to
identify trails where lighting is a key barrier
to use, particularly in winter. Estimated cost
= To be determined based on selection of
trail segments.
Answered: 38

Skipped: 3
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Total
7.89%
3
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Basic Statistics
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Response:
1.00

5.00

13 / 21

2.00

2.24

1.20

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q14 The Trails Master Plan aims to address
multiple goals, which are listed below.
Please identify your TOP THREE priorities:
Answered: 36

Skipped: 5

Increase trail
connectivity

55.56%

Encourage
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Improve safety
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Increase trail connectivity

55.56%

20

Encourage active living

52.78%

19

Improve safety for trail users

36.11%

13

Cost (11)

27.78%

10

Benefit a lot of trail users

27.78%

10

Reduce congestion

25.00%

9

14 / 21

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback
Reduce enviro impacts

22.22%

8

Visitor experience

16.67%

6

Connect people to nature

13.89%

5

Easy to implement (10)

11.11%

4

Universal accessibility

5.56%

2

Other planning initiatives

2.78%

1

Total Respondents: 36

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
12.00

Median
4.00

15 / 21

Mean
5.29

Standard Deviation
3.77

Banff Trails Master Plan Draft Feedback

Q15 Which Actions from the Draft Trails
Master Plan would you make the highest
priority?
Answered: 25

#

Skipped: 16

Responses

Date

1

CP Rail Crossing CP Rail pedestrian crossing

12/11/2014 2:54 PM

2

CP Rail Crossing CP Rail ped. crossing

12/11/2014 2:54 PM

3

CP Rail Crossing Industrial Compound / CP Rail Trail

12/11/2014 2:37 PM

4

Safety Safety

12/10/2014 12:29 PM

5

action 14

12/10/2014 9:18 AM

6

Winter Making trails usable in the winter months as well as summer, whether through increased lighting or
another means. Main concern is anything that would detract from the aesthetics of the town.

12/10/2014 1:59 AM

7

Bike Path Bike path on Banff Ave./Muskrat. Path under Bow Bridge.

12/9/2014 2:54 PM

8

Bike Path Banff Ave. Bike Path

12/9/2014 2:48 PM

9

Legacy Trail Legacy Trail crossing so riders & other users can get to other of Banff Avenue.

12/9/2014 2:30 PM

10

Actions 12, 3 , 21

12/9/2014 2:28 PM

11

Trail Widening Bow River Trail widening

12/9/2014 11:43 AM

12

Trail Widening Widening trail round central park

12/8/2014 7:59 PM

13

Action 16

12/8/2014 6:43 PM

14

Action 2 and Action 44

12/8/2014 2:47 PM

15

Legacy Trail connecting the legacy trail to the pedestrian bridge but not doing this on Muskrat Street. There
should be a trail that parallels the trail tracks. Think hub and spoke pattern, bot grid pattern to increase trail
connectivity.l

12/7/2014 9:47 AM

16

Horse Poo Demand that commercial horse operators clean-up immediately after the horses and that they also
repair and maintain the trails they destroy!

12/5/2014 10:34 AM

17

Bike Path Muskrat Bicycle Lane

12/3/2014 2:57 PM

18

Safety 10 - both roads unsafe for pedestrian use. 9 - lots of foot traffic vehicles. 7 - stay away from Bafnf Ave.
For legacy connection turn on industrial road or Marmot Cres. There are a lot of trails that could be used - ie. trail
from Marmot Crescent to Whiskey Creek. Trail could continue over Whiskey Creek behind Cougar Place, behind
RCMP residences

12/1/2014 2:50 PM

19

CP Rail Crossing New action - new trail beside CPR RofW from Marmot Crescent to Elk Street - Item 21 - CPR
over pass (foot) Marmot Crescent, Item 3 - Middle Springs improvements, Item 15A/B -with B improvements to
include sidewalk and curbing, Item 17 - improve river shoreline! Horses must continue to be allowed to use their
trail improvement.

12/1/2014 2:41 PM

20

Safety To have safe cycling trails and walking paths.

12/1/2014 2:25 PM

21

NOT making muskrat street and elk street and banff avenue bike paths!

12/1/2014 2:07 PM

22

Trail conectivity and signage

11/28/2014 12:51 PM

23

marmot to compound access but price is out to lunch!

11/28/2014 11:50 AM

24
25

Trail Widening Widening the Bow River Trail and general maintenance on the trail

Encourage active living

11/28/2014 9:35 AM
11/26/2014 7:17 PM
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Q16 To what extent do you support the
Draft Master Plan?
Answered: 37

Strongly
support

Skipped: 4

29.73%

Support

48.65%

Neutral

5.41%

Not very
supportive

10.81%

Do no support

5.41%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Answer Choices

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Strongly support (1)

29.73%

11

Support (2)

48.65%

18

Neutral (3)

5.41%

2

Not very supportive (4)

10.81%

4

Do no support (5)

5.41%

2

Total

37

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
5.00

Median
2.00
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Mean
2.14

Standard Deviation
1.12
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Q17 Are there any issues or opportunities
that have not been addressed?
Answered: 32

Skipped: 9

Yes

62.50%

No

37.50%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Yes (1)

62.50%

20

No (2)

37.50%

12

Total

32

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

#

Maximum
2.00

Median
1.00

Mean
1.38

Standard Deviation
0.48

If you answered YES to the above, please explain:

Date

1

Second Pedestrian Bridge the second pedestrian bridge

12/11/2014 2:55 PM

2

Second Pedestrian Bridge 2nd pedestrian bridge across Bow River.

12/11/2014 2:55 PM

3

4

Second Pedestrian Bridge There is high need for a second pedestrian bridge across Bow River by Rocky
Mountain Coop / picnic area
Horse Poo Connection from Cane Ave. to Sandman trail is a muddy horses nightmare.

12/11/2014 2:41 PM

12/9/2014 2:59 PM

5

Bike Lane Biking Downtown (Concern) Mountain Ave 1. Mountain Ave. - One direction uphill and separated
bike lanes may help encourage middle springs and valleyview residents to consider cycling. Especially when
going much slower than traffic. 2. Four way stops along Muskrat will make cycling along road easier. Current free
flow of E-W traffic results in confusion and more frequent stops by cyclists to avoid oncoming cars. This may be
sufficient to improve experience for cyclists and not require a greenway or dedicated cycling lane. 3. Bike lane on
Buffalo Street could be extended to Muskrat Street.

12/9/2014 2:44 PM

6

Parking Couldn't agree or disagree with options 7 & 8 (Legacy Trail Banff Ave extension & Muskrat St bike
route) because would my support (or lack of support) would depend on more details of traffic/parking impacts,
and, planning & design details. Action 9 & 10 (Tunnel Mtn pedestrain safety work) should be done when road
work is done so money not spent twice.

12/9/2014 2:30 PM

7

Parking Parking is a big enough problem in this town, let's not make it worse and this is what the bike lane down
Banff Ave, Muskrat St and Elk St does. The Legacy trail is open less than half the year and only heavily used for a
shorter period, bike riders need to know how to share the road.

12/9/2014 11:47 AM

8

K

12/8/2014 8:05 PM
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9

Sidewalk on Cougar St. from Badger St. to Marmot St.

12/8/2014 6:47 PM

10

Biking Downtown (Concern) Banff really needs a trail that completely circles the town that allows users to
connect better with other trails without having to go through the town to so this. Think a ring road trail system. we
all hate having to hike or bike through the town to get onto some of the great trails that surround us.

12/7/2014 9:51 AM

11

improve maintenance Instead of adding ro widening already existing trails just maintain the trails we already
have with regular maintenance that we as taxpayers already pay for supposedly!

12/5/2014 10:43 AM

12

Enforcement Under Action 53 in the final plan, I would like to see stepped up enforcement and new, more
severe fines for offenders. Education has no effect on many offenders.

12/2/2014 4:08 PM

13

Biking Downtown (Concern) As explained throughout - avoid Banff Avenue. Use side streets & upgrade trails. If
residents on Marmot Cres & marmot Place complain, do a land survey. Many fences go way beyond property
lines. Lots of room without being on CP land. I live on Marmot Cres and know the area well! Walk there a lot.

12/1/2014 2:53 PM

14

Parking #16 - BUT! The planners must keep their feet on the ground - what is reasonable - simple is better! 17A
- Add trail beside CPR RofW from Marmot to Elk. Better evaluation of impacts on vehicle parking and street traffic
flow eg. Muskrat - Banff Ave North - keep it simple - reduce speed limits - vehicles and bikes must share right of
ways!

12/1/2014 2:46 PM

15

?

12/1/2014 2:36 PM

16

What about visitors leaving their cars outside town? Is a car-free downtown (Banff Ave) completely out of
question? How about a x-country trail on Vermillion Lakes Road?

12/1/2014 2:27 PM

17

Trail improvements, action 12 More links withLATB trails.

12/1/2014 2:23 PM

18

Parking You must NOT close or restrict long residential thorough fare streets and turn them into bike paths. We
need on-street residential parking FAR more than bike path. This street must fully function for residents.

12/1/2014 2:19 PM

19
20

Parking How many times do locals have to tell you folks. A PARKADE
Mountain Ave Cycling trail from middle springs drive down mountain ave to Y to pied bridge for children. It goes
back and forth from sidewalk, trail, road, sidewalk and road. And small kids are trying to cycle down to school and
it's very scary as a parent to watch a six year old cycle down mountain ave.
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Q18 Do you have any additional
suggestions or comments in relation to the
Trails Master Plan?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 23

#

Responses

Date

1

ensure lighting is efficient and 'dark sky' to reduce glare.

12/11/2014 2:55 PM

2

good thorough study

12/11/2014 2:41 PM

3

Those who complain about a bike lane on Muskrat Street impacting parking or traffic have a very narrow view of
how the world works.

12/9/2014 2:59 PM

4

Parking I do not think that Muskrat street should be bike path'd. Very busy, no parking. Councillor Karlos can't
think hard enough.

12/9/2014 2:50 PM

5

1. Oneway NB bikelane from Muskrat to Legacy likely sufficient. SB only need a short trail to Marmot at which
point residential roads can be used to get downtown. Alternatively widen sidewalk into multi-use trail. Narrower
lanes and median to provide extra space. 2. Consider sending a Town Rep. to the Winter Cycling Federation
Annual Confernece to get ideas for encouraging winter transportation in simple cost effectivve ways
(wintercycling.org).

12/9/2014 2:44 PM

6

Parking Muskrat Street, especially the 400 block, should not lose parking to accomodate a bike route. The 400
block of Muskrat has the highest population density in Banff and, at almost 1/2 a kilometre long, is one of the
longest block faces. Parking is already difficult to find and parking 'around the corner' is not reasonable because
of distance to walk from parking to mid-block residences and because neighbourhoods in proximity also have
high population and challenges with finding parking for those who live on those blocks. I think it better to mix
bicycles and vehicles but to reduce 'non-local' traffici perhaps by slowing the travel time down with round-abouts
or closing the block mid-way so only local traffic uses it. If a dedicated cycle lane (rather than shared with
vehicles) is necessary then a one-way steet is prefered to parking reduction.

12/9/2014 2:30 PM

7

Parking If you widen the trail around Cenral Park then you don't need to make the ridiculous green ways you
are talking about. The idea of taking away parking or even roads for cars just blows my mind after this summers
issues with parking. How is it even an option to use Banff Ave as a bike lane???? If you want to connect the
legacy trail then do it on the highway. If you want to connect it through town then do it on the highway side where
traffic and congestion is much less

12/8/2014 8:05 PM

8

Parking Under no circumstance should you remove a lane of traffic or parking from muskrat to have a bicylce
lane. There is not that much bicycle traffic that they can't share the road.

12/8/2014 6:47 PM

9

nope

12/7/2014 9:51 AM

10

Parking Now you want to spend millions more on another bridge across the river. Restricting traffic flow by
narrowing roadways is completely unacceptable. Bikes don't need there own lanes, the roads work just fine for
them. Rides just need to follow the rules of the road like drivers do! Creating bike lanes on streets like Muskrat
under the bridge on Glen, Banff Ave and soon comes at the expense of losing more parking and restricting traffic
flow. Eliminating parking only increases to our already limited parking problems! Stop creating problems that are
not there and increasing my already high staxes to create more issues and expenses!! 2.1 million dollars has
already been spent on wayfinding signs, enough is enough!

12/5/2014 10:43 AM

11

I admire your vision but cost could be important to tax payers. I'm assuming this master plan will be implemented
in stages and over many years. Thank you for an opportunity for input.

12/1/2014 2:53 PM

12

1 - we need parks canada's statement of future use and trail improvement on all town trail that step at teh town
boundary. What's PC committment to the system (let start with a statement of their commitment to maintain!) 2 This plan and post plans continue to be less than positive about contained horse-use in the TOB. Horse travel
has an history presents in the town. If you went to remove them, let's have an open public discussion. But
removing horse-use through a death by a thousand cuts isn't the way to do it!

12/1/2014 2:46 PM

13

I lvoe and support your initatives, it's a big step forward! But my dream would be European-Style Car-Free
downtown with wide side-walks and street gates to celebrate our beautiful location.

12/1/2014 2:27 PM
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14

Great work!

12/1/2014 2:23 PM

15

Abandon totally any notion of connecting Muskrat Street, Wolf Street and Banff Avenue into bike paths. Idiotic
idea! Total insanity. We all know from past experiences that this "proposed" master plan is already a done deal!
This mayor and council are totally out of touch with reality!

12/1/2014 2:19 PM

16

stop trying to change things that don't need to be!

11/28/2014 11:53 AM

17

Don't make cyclists pay for licences.

11/26/2014 7:20 PM

18

Accessible for cycling

11/26/2014 6:50 PM
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APPENDIX C – TRAIL TYPE STANDARDS

LEES+Associates

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

Type 1. Multi-Use Primary Trail
• Function:
• Tread Surface:
• Tread Width:
• Cleared Corridor Width:
• Cleared Height:
• Gradient Range:

Primary visitor experience trails
Preferred - asphalt, Min. - compacted gravel
3 - 4m
Min. 2m per side		
3.5m
Max. 5% (8% over short distances)

• Primary multi use trails will attract a range of
users The recommended width is 4m, however
3m width is acceptable for trails with less than
200 persons per hour during peak periods.
For short sections where there are physical
barriers such as trees or boulders, a width of
2.4m is acceptable.
• Design Features: Illumination for night use if
appropriate (at trailheads, key intersections,
and at intervals along trail where it does not
disrupt adjacent residential development).
Universal access throughout; provide benches
and bear proof garbage receptacles.

MULTI-USE

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

Type 2. Multi-Use SecondaryTrail
• Function:
• Tread Surface:
• Tread Width:
• Cleared Corridor Width:
• Cleared Height:
• Gradient Range:

Secondary visitor experience and commuter routes
Compacted gravel
2 - 3m
Min. 1m per side		
3.5m
Max. 10% (15-20% over short distances)

• Secondary multi use pathways are similar to
primary multi use pathways, except for they
are designed for a lesser volume of users and
consequently are smaller in scale. There is
typically less infrastructure associated with
secondary multi use pathways, with less need
for illumination and large trail kiosk signage.
• Design Features: incorporate benches for
resting, and bear proof gargabe receptacles and
dog bag dispensers at trailheads.

MULTI-USE

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

Type 3. Neighbourhood Trail
• Function:
• Tread Surface:
• Tread Width:
• Cleared Corridor Width:
• Cleared Height:
• Gradient Range:

Connector trails within neighbourhoods
Native soil, wood chips, stone fines or compacted gravel
1.5 - 2m
Min. 0.5m per side
2.5m
Max. 15% (20-25% over short distances)

• Neighbourhood trails are wide enough to
accommodate two-way traffic. Typical users are
pedestrians, cyclists, hikers, runners, and dog
walkers.
• Design Features: Trail obstacles removed,
machine built. Trail wayfinding markers where
appropriate. Bear proof garbage receptacles
and dog bag dipensers on a site specific basis,
as required.

MULTI-USE

MULTI-USE

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

Type 4. Greenway
Appropriate design can contribute to creating an attractive, pedestrian-friendly public realm along key active routes
like greenways. The following elements should be considered for greenways to prioritize walking and cycling along
these routes:

Greenway Planning Toolbox
Crossing Treatments - special crossings assist cyclists and pedestrians in crossing the road, such as:
• Median refuge - refuge islands provide a protected “break” within the centre of the roadway allowing
pedestrians and bicyclists to cross busy streets in two stages.
• Raised crossing - raised crossings can serve to calm traffic and maximize pedestrian visibility.
•  Special Paving - can be used to increase visibility of the crosswalk to motorists, slow traffic and provide a
visual amenity.
• Corner Bulges - sidewalk bulbouts are extensions of the sidewalk into the vehicular zone that serve to
decrease entering vehicle speeds and decrease pedestrian crossing distance.
Sidewalk and Bike Lanes - key design features may include:
• Bicycle lanes - can be introduced along a bicycle corridor to imrpove safety and access for bicyclists.
Bicycle lanes should be a minimum of 1.5m wide and well marked
• Bike Box - create prioritized left or right hand turns for cyclists
Greenway Amenities • Wayfinding signage - to key destinations - i.e., Town Centre and Legacy Trail
• Additional bicycle parking, bike corrals

Raised crossings serve to calm traffic and maximize
pedestrian visibility

Textured crosswalks, example of a special paving
treatment used in downtown Banff

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

Type 5. Designated On-Street Cycling
Designated on-street cycling routes are designed to establish direct and convenient bicycle
access to the major destinations within the town, including connections to off-street pathways and
shared trails. This section identifies guidelines for the following route types:
• Shared bicycle routes (sharrows)
• Bicycle lanes
• Paved shoulders

Shared Bicycle Routes (Sharrows)
• Surface:
• Markings:
• Spacing:

Asphalt
Shared Lane Markings or
“Sharrows”
	At 15-30m for busy streets, every
75m for low-volume streets

Appropriate conditions:
• Roadways without sufficient room for a bike lane
• To transition cyclists between different routes
types (i.e., shared trails and bike lanes)
• Downhill segments, paired with an uphill bike lane
Benefits:
Example of a shared lane with sharrows
•  Reinforces legitimacy of bicycle traffic on street
• Recommends proper bicyclist positioning
• Provides a wayfindings element along routes

CYCLING

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

CYCLING

Type 5. Designated On-Street Cycling
Bicycle Lanes
• Surface:
		Asphalt
• Width (one-way):
Min. 1.5m, Max 1.8m
• Width (two-way):
Min. 2m, Preferred: 3m
Appropriate conditions:
• Urban cross-section (curb and gutter)
• High traffic volumes > 3,000 daily vehicles
• Posted speed limit 50 km/hr
• Low numbers of turning vehicles
• Buffered bike lane can be added anywhere a
standard bike lane is being considered

Example of a two-way cycle track with flexible indicator posts

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

CYCLING

Type 5. Designated On-Street Cycling
Paved Shoulders
• Surface:
Asphalt
• Width:		1.5m
• Slope:
Min. 2%
Appropriate conditions:
• Arterial and collector roads without curbs
• Moderate to high traffic volumes
• No on-street parking

Example of a protected lane on a paved shoulder

CYCLING

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

Bicycle Parking

Bicycle parking is an important feature in promoting active modes of travel. A bicycle parking stall is
defined as a space measuring 1.8m in length by 0.6m in width. Vertical clearance should be a minimum
of 1.9m. Avoid bicycle racks that support the bicycle by a wheel rather than the frame, or support the
bicycle below its centre of gravity. These designs are difficult to use, and provide inadequate protection
against theft. Inverted u-racks, post-and-ring and spiral racks are acceptable, cost-effective bike rack
designs.

Key Elements
• Convenient access to destination: rack should be no
more than 15m from the entrance of destinations.
• Rack visible from destination.
•  Racks parallel to street and out of pedestrian flow
(with sufficient clearance from curb edges and
building walls).
• Lighting & personal security.
• Racks positioned to provide 2-sided access.
• Weather protection, if possible. Free-standing or
purpose-built shelters will add appeal for longer term
parking, but are secondary to the need for
accessibility and security.

Custom racks can help enhance a sense of “place” at
bike stations or along stretches of proposed greenways

Example of an inverted u-rack in the Downtown District

Covered shelters are recommended for Town of Banff
“Walk n Bike” and “Park n Ride” stations

CYCLING

APPENDIX C: Typical Trail Standards

Bicycle Stairs

Staircases are an important feature in Town of Banff trails by facilitating safe pedestrian access to
destinations with steep topography. Staircases should be designed with a bicycle ramp or wheel gutter
down the side or the middle of the staircase so that cyclists can push their bike up and down the stairs.
Wherever possible, a bicycle ramp or wheel gutter should be included in staircase design or retrofitted
on existing stairs. To comfortably accommodate a bicycle wheel, gutter troughs should be a minimum of
75mm deep by 75mm wide.

Timber staircase with bike rail (Photo: Richard Miller)

Staircase with bike ramp along the Bow River Trail

Concrete stairs with bike ramp (Photo: John Luton)

Metal staircase retrofitted with wheel gutter feature

Town of Banff - Trails Master Plan

APPENDIX D – ACTION PRIORITIZATION MATRIX AND COST
ESTIMATES

LEES+Associates

Capital Projects by Cost

Action
40

24A

Description

Improves safety Increases
for trail or onnetwork
road route users connectivity

Potential to
reduce
congestion or
Benefits a
Improves
alleviate
Encourages large number universal
parking
active living of users
accessibility

Include wayfinding/distance markers along key routes.

•

Add “Bike n’ Walk” stations (add new or expand bike racks).

•

Improves
Supports other
visitor
planning
experience initiatives

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ease of
Implementation^

Reduces
environmental
impacts

Enables
connection
to nature

Prioritization
Score

Relative
Capital
Cost

Estimated Cost

•

5

$

Quantity TBD ‐ $100 per marker

•

6

$

$1,000 per rack

•

•

4

$

Quantity TBD ‐ $2,000 per sign

•

•

6

$

Quantity TBD ‐ $2,000 per sign

•

•

3

$

$2,000

•

39

Incorporate on-trail “mini-maps” into the trail network at trail intersections
and on bicycle racks.

46

Incorporate signage for bicycle traffic in the Downtown core.

47

Coordinate with the Banff Spring Hotel: Improve wayfinding to the Banff
Springs Hotel from the Bow Falls parking lot via the stairs and trails currently
signed only for the Waldhaus restaurant

14C

Define a pedestrian path through the parking lot adjacent to Town Hall
(paint).

•

•

•

•

•

•

6

$

$3,000

14D

Add clearly defined crosswalks on Lynx Street at Caribou Street and Bear
Street, as well as on Bow Avenue at Caribou and at the proposed new trail.

•

•

•

•

•

•

6

$

$3,000 total ($1,000 each)

10

Consider the addition of outdoor fitness stations along the Bow Falls or othe
trails, depending the use and popularity of the equipment installed at the
Recreation Grounds.

•

2

$

$200‐$3,000 per station

25

Add a “Park n’ Bike” node at the railway station; consider a seasonal bike
rental kiosk to be operated by a local business/partnership.

•

6

$

$2‐4,000

42

Add a kiosk at the south end of the Banff Avenue bridge.

48

Improve signage to discourage visitors from going through the Middle
Springs neighbourhood.

38

Update existing Town trailhead signage/kiosks with new maps highlighting
recommended visitor experience loops and connections. Focus trailhead
signage/kiosks on directing visitors to key destinations along thebest
routes.

•

•

41

Add a “Kilometer Zero” kiosk or incorporate into existing Town or Parks
Canada signage.

•

•

3

Improve on-road safety between the Recreation Grounds and the Bow Falls
Trail on Birch Avenue and Glen Avenue (i.e. under the Banff Avenue Bridge).

45

Improve wayfinding to Tunnel Mountain (identified through public survey) wit
5-10 on-road signs for cyclists.

14A

Work with the Whyte Museum to create a multi-use trail connection from the
intersection of Lynx Street and Bear Street through to Bow Avenue and the
Bow River Trail; include wayfinding signage. (Note: Project cost is for
reference purposes and does not imply Town responsibility for funding)

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4

$

$5,000

•

•

2

$

$5,000

•

•

•

6

$

Quantity TBD ‐ $5‐8,000 per sign

•

•

•

5

$

$8,000

•

•

3

$

Paint 6,500; bollards $10,000

•

•

5

$

$10‐20,000

•

•

6

$

$15,000

•

•

4

$

Internal staff time or $15,000

•

6

$

$20,000

•

4

$

$20,000

•

5

$

$20,000

•

•

3

$

$20,000

•

•

2

$

$20,000

6

$

$20,000

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

30

Create a communications strategy for the visitor loops.

6

Realign the trail connection to Jasper Way in Middle Springs to provide an
accessible grade and extend the stairs to the bottom of the steep slope.

7

Upgrade all staircases on Town of Banff trails to include a bike ramp or rail.

8

Improve the paved pathway alignment on the northeast side of the Banff
Avenue Bridge to provide a more accessible grade.

•

9

Realign the trail shortcut from Moose Street/St.Julien Road to Otter Street
to an accessible grade that continues along the power line right-of-way.

•

11

Narrow the Bow River Trail to 3 meters wide from the Canoe Dock to
Gopher Street, and resurface the existing asphalt (also see related Action
23).

17

Reroute the official ‘bike route’ with sharrows from Marmot Crescent to
Cougar Street and improved cyclist-oriented wayfinding signage (paint and 5
new signs).

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Action

Description

23

Decommission and re-vegetate secondary trails off-shooting from the Bow
River Trail segment from the Canoe Dock to Gopher Street

13

Create a paved, child-oriented bicycle/tricycle loop at the Recreation
Grounds.

14B

Complete the sidewalk on Caribou Street between Lynx and Bow Avenue.

21

Add a sidewalk on Moose Street from Otter Street to St. Julien Road.

26

Incorporate a performance-tracking system on one or more trails.

29

Create well-defined visitor-oriented trails that provide loops and easy
connections to key destinations and trails, both in the Town and the LATB.

31

Create clear and focused wayfinding to key Parks Canada trailheads.

43

Improve wayfinding to the Upper Hot Springs and Sulphur Mountain
Gondola via the Spray River Loop Trailhead, rather than via Mountain
Avenue or Middle Springs.

44

Improve wayfinding to key destinations including: Central Park, Cave and
Basin, Banff Springs Hotel and Bow Falls.

59

Implement trail etiquette education and publicity program including signage
at key locations (trailheads, kiosks, high-use intersections, on printed maps)

35

Improves safety Increases
for trail or onnetwork
road route users connectivity

Potential to
reduce
congestion or
Benefits a
Improves
alleviate
Encourages large number universal
parking
active living of users
accessibility

Improves
Supports other
visitor
planning
experience initiatives

Ease of
Implementation^

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

$

$20,000

4

$

$30,000

•

6

$

$30,000

•

5

$

$30,000

•

2

$

Varies widely based on
partnerships/sponsorships and
type of system

8

$

•

•

4

$

•

•

•

•

5

$

•

•

•

•

5

$

•

•

5

$

Develop and adopt new trail signage standards that provide additional
information for trail users, educate users about trail etiquette, and improve
trail accessibility and enjoyment.

•

•

6

$

Internal staff time or $30,000
external contract

36

Update web based maps, as trail improvements occur, including mobile
device options (apps or websites formatted for mobile device use).

•

4

$

Internal staff time or $10‐30,000
external contract

20B

St. Julien Road: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre via St.
Julien Road from Moose Street to the Banff Centre

•

•

•

33A

Upgrade the Rundle Avenue trail from Spray Avenue to the Bow Falls Trail
to Type 2 (could be included in a roadway upgrade project).

•

•

•

5

Define a Type 3 trail (~150m, 2 meter wide compacted gravel) down to
Cave Avenue from Jasper Way.

•
•
•

•

33B

Upgrade the trail along Bow Falls Road from Rundle Avenue to Bow Falls to
Trail Type 2 (could be included in a roadway upgrade project).

•

57

LIGHTING - Consider lighting for Priority 1 trails that are not currently lit (see
Map 3B in Appendix A).

•

19

Tunnel Mtn. Road: Improve on-road conditions on the uphill (north/east)
side of Tunnel Mountain Road from Moose Street to Tunnel Mountain Drive.
Provide a 1.5m wide buffered bike lane with a paint and bollard treatment.

•

20A

Buffalo Street: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre via Buffalo
Street from Muskrat Street to St. Julien Road.

•

2

Upgrade the trail from the Banff Ave Bridge through the Recreation Grounds
to Type 2.

24B

Add covers to "Bike n' Walk" and "Park n' Walk" stations.

•

Estimated Cost

2

•

•

•

Relative
Capital
Cost

•

Upgrade the defined priority trails through Middle Springs to Trail Type 3.

•

•

Prioritization
Score

•

4

•

Enables
connection
to nature

•

•

•

Reduces
environmental
impacts

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

$$

Paint $15,000; Bollards $25,000
(Road widening not included)

•

5

$$

$50,000

5

$$

$65,000

5

$$

$100,000

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

$$$

$100,000

•

•

5

$$

Quantity TBD ‐ $600 per linear
meter for bollard supply and
installation

•

•

•

•

Internal staff time or $30,000
contract (concept development
and wayfinding design. Combine
Actions 29, 31, 43, 44, and 59.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

$$$

Paint $40,000; Bollards $65,000
(Road widening not included)

•

•

•

•

5

$$$

Paint $40,000; Bollards $65,000
(Road widening not included)

7

$$$

$120,000

5

$$$

$120,000 total ($15,000 per
shelter)

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Action

Description

Improves safety Increases
for trail or onnetwork
road route users connectivity

12

Improve connections to the Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre (see full
Action for details).

•

•

15

Create a two-way cycling greenway on the southeast side of Banff Avenue
between the Legacy Trail East and the proposed Muskrat Street greenway.

•

•

22

Definitively close the braided trails that parallel the Bow River Trail between
the pedestrian bridge and Bow Falls. Restore damaged habitat and provide
specific access/view points at the river's edge.

34

Upgrade the Bow River Trail (north side) from the pedestrian bridge to Wolf
Street to Type 1.

33C

Consider installation of an automated under-pavement heating system for
the Bow Falls Trail staircases and asphalt sections.

•

16

Create cycling greenways on Muskrat Street and Elk Street.

•

32

Add a washroom at the Bow Falls parking lot.

27

Add a pedestrian overpass over the CP railway between Marmot Crescent
and the industrial compound.

28

Add an additional pedestrian and cyclist bridge crossing over the Bow River
between Central Park and the Recreation Grounds.

Potential to
reduce
congestion or
Benefits a
Improves
alleviate
Encourages large number universal
parking
active living of users
accessibility

•

•

•

•

•

Improves
Supports other
visitor
planning
experience initiatives

Ease of
Implementation^

Reduces
environmental
impacts

•

•

* $ = 0‐49,000; $$ = 50,000‐99,000; $$$ = 100,000‐500,000; $$$$ = 500,000+
^ = no physical barriers, limited coordination/partners needed, etc.
Note: Action 52 is covered under Action 2 and 33A/B; Action 60 is covered under Actions 33A/B/C.

•

•

•

7

$$$

$200,000

2

$$$

Closure and restoration
$200,000; new viewpoints
$20,000 ($5,000 each)

•

3

$$$

$200‐250,000

•

2

$$$

Installation $250,000; Annual
Operation $7‐10,000

7

$$$

$500,000

2

$$$

$500,000

5

$$$$

$2 million

5

$$$$

$3.5 million

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Estimated Cost
$150,000

•

•

Relative
Capital
Cost
$$$

•

•

Prioritization
Score
5

•
•

•

Enables
connection
to nature

•

•

•

Capital Projects by Prioritization Score

Action

Description

Improves safety Increases
for trail or onnetwork
road route users connectivity

Potential to
reduce
congestion or
Benefits a
Improves
alleviate
Encourages large number universal
parking
active living of users
accessibility

29

Create well-defined visitor-oriented trails that provide loops and easy
connections to key destinations and trails, both in the Town and the LATB.

•

2

Upgrade the trail from the Banff Ave Bridge through the Recreation Grounds
to Type 2.

•

15

Create a two-way cycling greenway on the southeast side of Banff Avenue
between the Legacy Trail East and the proposed Muskrat Street greenway.

•

•

•

•

16

Create cycling greenways on Muskrat Street and Elk Street.

•

•

•

24A

Add “Bike n’ Walk” stations (add new or expand bike racks).

46

Incorporate signage for bicycle traffic in the Downtown core.

14C

Define a pedestrian path through the parking lot adjacent to Town Hall (paint).

14D

Add clearly defined crosswalks on Lynx Street at Caribou Street and Bear
Street, as well as on Bow Avenue at Caribou and at the proposed new trail.

25

Add a “Park n’ Bike” node at the railway station; consider a seasonal bike
rental kiosk to be operated by a local business/partnership.

38

Update existing Town trailhead signage/kiosks with new maps highlighting
recommended visitor experience loops and connections. Focus trailhead
signage/kiosks on directing visitors to key destinations along the
best routes.

14A

Work with the Whyte Museum to create a multi-use trail connection from the
intersection of Lynx Street and Bear Street through to Bow Avenue and the
Bow River Trail; include wayfinding signage. (Note: Project cost is for
reference purposes and does not imply Town responsibility for funding).

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Reduces
environmental
impacts

Prioritization
Score

Relative
Capital
Cost

Estimated Cost
Internal staff time or $30,000
contract (concept development
and wayfinding design. Combine
Actions 29, 31, 43, 44, and 59.

$

•

7

$$$

$120,000

•

7

$$$

$200,000

•

•

7

$$$

$500,000

•

•

•

•

6

$

$1,000 per rack

•

•

•

•

6

$

Quantity TBD ‐ $2,000 per sign

•

•

•

•

•

•

6

$

$3,000

•

•

•

•

•

•

6

$

$3,000 total ($1,000 each)

•

•

•

6

$

$2‐4,000

•

•

•

•

•

6

$

Quantity TBD ‐ $5‐8,000 per sign

•

•

•

•

•

6

$

$15,000

•

•

•

•

6

$

$20,000

•

6

$

$20,000

6

$

$30,000

6

$

Internal staff time or $30,000
external contract

5

$

Quantity TBD ‐ $100 per marker

5

$

$8,000

•

•

•

Enables
connection
to nature

8

•

•

Ease of
Implementation^

•

•

•

Improves
Supports other
visitor
planning
experience initiatives

•

•

•

6

Realign the trail connection to Jasper Way in Middle Springs to provide an
accessible grade and extend the stairs to the bottom of the steep slope.

17

Reroute the official ‘bike route’ with sharrows from Marmot Crescent to
Cougar Street and improved cyclist-oriented wayfinding signage (paint and 5
new signs).

•

•

•

14B

Complete the sidewalk on Caribou Street between Lynx and Bow Avenue.

•

•

•

•

•

•

35

Develop and adopt new trail signage standards that provide additional
information for trail users, educate users about trail etiquette, and improve trail
accessibility and enjoyment.

•

•

•

•

•

40

Include wayfinding/distance markers along key routes.

•

•

•

•

•

41

Add a “Kilometer Zero” kiosk or incorporate into existing Town or Parks
Canada signage.

•

•

•

•

45

Improve wayfinding to Tunnel Mountain (identified through public survey) with
5-10 on-road signs for cyclists.

•

•

•

•

5

$

$10‐20,000

8

Improve the paved pathway alignment on the northeast side of the Banff
Avenue Bridge to provide a more accessible grade.

•

•

•

5

$

$20,000

21

Add a sidewalk on Moose Street from Otter Street to St. Julien Road.

•

•

5

$

$30,000

43

Improve wayfinding to the Upper Hot Springs and Sulphur Mountain Gondola
via the Spray River Loop Trailhead, rather than via Mountain Avenue or
Middle Springs.

•

44

Improve wayfinding to key destinations including: Central Park, Cave and
Basin, Banff Springs Hotel and Bow Falls.

59

Implement trail etiquette education and publicity program including signage at
key locations (trailheads, kiosks, high-use intersections, on printed maps).

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

$

Include in Action 29

•

•

•

•

5

$

Include in Action 29

•

•

5

$

Include in Action 29

•

•

Action

Description

Improves safety Increases
for trail or onnetwork
road route users connectivity

Potential to
reduce
congestion or
Benefits a
Improves
alleviate
Encourages large number universal
parking
active living of users
accessibility

20B

St. Julien Road: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre via St.
Julien Road from Moose Street to the Banff Centre

•

•

•

33A

Upgrade the Rundle Avenue trail from Spray Avenue to the Bow Falls Trail to
Type 2 (could be included in a roadway upgrade project).

•

•

•

4

Upgrade the defined priority trails through Middle Springs to Trail Type 3.

5

Define a Type 3 trail (~150m, 2 meter wide compacted gravel) down to Cave
Avenue from Jasper Way.

33B

Upgrade the trail along Bow Falls Road from Rundle Avenue to Bow Falls to
Trail Type 2 (could be included in a roadway upgrade project).

•

57

LIGHTING - Consider lighting for Priority 1 trails that are not currently lit (see
Map 3B in Appendix A).

•

19

Tunnel Mtn. Road: Improve on-road conditions on the uphill (north/east)
side of Tunnel Mountain Road from Moose Street to Tunnel Mountain Drive.
Provide a 1.5m wide buffered bike lane with a paint and bollard treatment.

•

20A

Buffalo Street: Improve on-road conditions to the Banff Centre via Buffalo
Street from Muskrat Street to St. Julien Road.

•

24B

Add covers to "Bike n' Walk" and "Park n' Walk" stations.

12

Improve connections to the Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre (see full Action
for details).

•

•

27

Add a pedestrian overpass over the CP railway between Marmot Crescent
and the industrial compound.

•

•

28

Add an additional pedestrian and cyclist bridge crossing over the Bow River
between Central Park and the Recreation Grounds.

•

39

Incorporate on-trail “mini-maps” into the trail network at trail intersections and
on bicycle racks.

•

•
•

Ease of
Implementation^

Reduces
environmental
impacts

Enables
connection
to nature

Prioritization
Score

Relative
Capital
Cost

Estimated Cost

•

5

$$

Paint $15,000; Bollards $25,000
(Road widening not included)

•

5

$$

$50,000

5

$$

$65,000

5

$$

$100,000

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

$$$

$100,000

•

•

5

$$

Quantity TBD ‐ $600 per linear
meter for bollard supply and
installation

•

•

Improves
Supports other
visitor
planning
experience initiatives

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

$$$

Paint $40,000; Bollards $65,000
(Road widening not included)

•

•

•

•

5

$$$

Paint $40,000; Bollards $65,000
(Road widening not included)

•

•

•

5

$$$

$120,000 total ($15,000 per
shelter)

•

•

5

$$$

$150,000

•

•

•

5

$$$$

$2 million

•

•

•

•

5

$$$$

$3.5 million

•

•

•

•

4

$

Quantity TBD ‐ $2,000 per sign

•

•

•

•

4

$

$5,000

•

•

•

4

$

Internal staff time or $15,000

•

4

$

$20,000

4

$

$30,000

4

$

Include in Action 29

•

42

Add a kiosk at the south end of the Banff Avenue bridge.

30

Create a communications strategy for the visitor loops.

7

Upgrade all staircases on Town of Banff trails to include a bike ramp or rail.

13

Create a paved, child-oriented bicycle/tricycle loop at the Recreation Ground

31

Create clear and focused wayfinding to key Parks Canada trailheads.

36

Update web based maps, as trail improvements occur, including mobile devi
options (apps or websites formatted for mobile device use).

•

47

Coordinate with the Banff Spring Hotel: Improve wayfinding to the Banff
Springs Hotel from the Bow Falls parking lot via the stairs and trails currently
signed only for the Waldhaus restaurant.

•

3

Improve on-road safety between the Recreation Grounds and the Bow Falls
Trail on Birch Avenue and Glen Avenue (i.e. under the Banff Avenue Bridge).

•

9

Realign the trail shortcut from Moose Street/St.Julien Road to Otter Street to
an accessible grade that continues along the power line right-of-way.

•

34

Upgrade the Bow River Trail (north side) from the pedestrian bridge to Wolf
Street to Type 1.

10

Consider the addition of outdoor fitness stations along the Bow Falls or other
trails, depending the use and popularity of the equipment installed at the
Recreation Grounds.

48

Improve signage to discourage visitors from going through the Middle Springs
neighbourhood.

11

Narrow the Bow River Trail to 3 meters wide from the Canoe Dock to Gopher
Street, and resurface the existing asphalt (also see related Action 23).

23

Decommission and re-vegetate secondary trails off-shooting from the Bow
River Trail segment from the Canoe Dock to Gopher Street

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4

$

•

•

3

$

$2,000

•

•

3

$

Paint 6,500; bollards $10,000

•

3

$

$20,000

3

$$$

•

2

$

$200‐$3,000 per station

•

2

$

$5,000

•

•
•
•

•

Internal staff time or $10‐30,000
external contract

•
•

•

$200‐250,000

•

•

2

$

$20,000

•

•

2

$

$20,000

Action

Description

Improves safety Increases
for trail or onnetwork
road route users connectivity

26

Incorporate a performance-tracking system on one or more trails.

22

Definitively close the braided trails that parallel the Bow River Trail between
the pedestrian bridge and Bow Falls. Restore damaged habitat and provide
specific access/view points at the river's edge.

33C

Consider installation of an automated under-pavement heating system for the
Bow Falls Trail staircases and asphalt sections.

32

Add a washroom at the Bow Falls parking lot.

Potential to
reduce
congestion or
Benefits a
Improves
alleviate
Encourages large number universal
parking
active living of users
accessibility

Improves
Supports other
visitor
planning
experience initiatives

•

Ease of
Implementation^

Reduces
environmental
impacts

•

•
•

Prioritization
Score

Relative
Capital
Cost

Estimated Cost
Varies widely based on
partnerships/sponsorships and
type of system

2

$

2

$$$

Closure and restoration
$200,000; new viewpoints
$20,000 ($5,000 each)

•

2

$$$

Installation $250,000; Annual
Operation $7‐10,000

•

2

$$$

$500,000

•

* $ = 0‐49,000; $$ = 50,000‐99,000; $$$ = 100,000‐500,000; $$$$ = 500,000+
^ = no physical barriers, limited coordination/partners needed, etc.
Note: Action 52 is covered under Action 2 and 33A/B; Action 60 is covered under Actions 33A/B/C.

Enables
connection
to nature

•

Operational Projects by Prioritization Score (i.e. internal staff actions)

Action Description

Increases
Improves safety network
for trail users
connectivity

Potential to
reduce
congestion or
Benefits a
Improves
alleviate
Encourages large number universal
parking
active living of users
accessibility

1

Establish a trail classification system.

•

•

•

18

Evaluate the efficiency of the existing bike sharrows pavement markings.

•

•

•

61

Implement improvements to winter maintenance of trails based on the
priority system identified in the Snow Management Priorities map

•

•

•

37

Update print based maps after key phases of trail improvements are
completed.

•

•

49

Update the Traffic Bylaw to establish comprehensive regulations
regarding appropriate uses on trails.

•

51

Formalize horse use regulations in the Traffic Bylaw (see Action 49),
including a new Schedule of designated trails.

•

53

Address the issue of horse droppings on trails within the Town in order to
improve the trail experience for all users.

55

If the horse trail parallel to Bow Falls Avenue is upgraded to Trail Type 2
(see Action 33), extend the allowed Rickshaw and Pedicab Tour Routes
(Schedule “H” in the Traffic Bylaw) to the Bow Falls parking lot.

62

Institute an annual or bi-annual meeting between Town staff, trail user
organizations, and the public to identify trail maintenance issues,
communicate planned trail improvements and initiatives, and to build
partnerships and develop volunteers.

50

Establish a trail use agreement with all commercial operators who utilize
trails within the Town of Banff.

54

Limit rickshaws to trail Types 1 and 2, which have sufficient width to allow
other users to pass in the opposite direction (3 meters minimum).

58

Strategically monitor trail use with trail counters

56

Develop a consistent policy for the process that commercial operators
need to follow in order to seek approval for use of trails.

•

Improves
Supports other
visitor
planning
experience initiatives

•

•

•
•

Ease of
Implementation^

Reduces
Enables
environmental connection
impacts
to nature

Prioritization
Score

•

7

•

5

•

5

•

•

4

•

3

•

•

3

•

•

3

•

•

3

•

3

•

•

2

•

•

2

•

2

•

1

•

•
•

•

•

•
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APPENDIX E – TRAIL ASSESSMENT WORKSHEETS

LEES+Associates

Town of Banff - Trails Master Plan

APPENDIX F – TRAIL SURFACE TYPES

LEES+Associates

Trail Surface Type Considerations
Surface
Cost
Type
Concrete $$$

Accessibility

Aesthetics

Maintenance

Other Notes

Good accessibility when
properly constructed.
Less prone to warping
than asphalt, but where it
occurs, the impacts to
accessibility can be more
severe when large slabs
are used. Very bike
friendly.

Concrete is generally more
associated with sidewalks
than trails. The aesthetic is
more urban and formal than
most other surface types.
Concrete can be stamped to
look like pavers, as well.

Toloerant of snow clearing
activities; long‐lasting and
lowest resurfacing frequency
required; spot‐fixing grade
gaps and warping is more
challenging than with
asphalt and often reduces
the aesthetic appeal; can be
suspended over tree roots to
reduce the likelihood of
cracking, gaps and warping
(but with increased cost.

New systems are available to allow
for suspension of concrete slabs over
natural soils to help minimize
impacts to trees and reduce the
potential for cracking/warping due
to tree roots. Concrete boardwalks
are also available now, although the
initial investment may be cost
prohibitive.

Concrete path through natural environment

Concrete multiuse path/sidewalk

Concrete maintenance issues

Surface
Type
Asphalt

Cost

Accessibility

Aesthetics

Maintenance

Other Notes

$$

Good accessibility when
properly constructed and
not impacted by
subgrade conditions such
as tree roots; small cracks
and buckles are not likely
to cause serious
accessibility issues. Very
bike friendly.

Asphalt tends to have a
rougher, less‐polished
aesthetic than concrete, but
can be made more formal
with well‐defined edges and
regular resurfacing. A loose,
uneven edge can mesh well
with a natural vegetated
edge condition. Variation is
limited.

Tolerant of snow clearing
activities; isolated patching
is possible and resurfacing is
straight‐forward. Regular
filling and sealing of cracks is
required; complete
resurfacing needed every 6‐8
years.

The flexibility of asphalt allows for
more variation in trail alignment and
can enable avoidance of trees better
than concrete.

Asphalt with mowed edge

Combination asphalt and concrete path

Asphalt with curb edge

Surface
Type
Unit
Pavers

Cost

Accessibility

Aesthetics

Maintenance

Other Notes

$$

Fair accessibility when
properly constructed.
Choice of paver units is a
critical factor – consider
surface roughness, paver
gaps, size, and tolerance
of maintenance (snow
clearance in particular).
The small units may result
in smaller, more gradual
grade changes overall
compared with concrete
slabs. Generally, pavers
are not preferred by
cyclists.

Unit pavers offer a wide
variety of aesthetic options
ranging from rustic to
refined. Material, color, size
and arrangement all
contribute to the overall
aesthetic. Paver installation
requires a well‐constructed,
defined edge for stability.
Changing trends which can
result in an “out‐dated” look
in the long‐term. For long‐
term applications, choose
simple or classic patterns
and neutral colors that blend
with the local environment.

Moderately tolerant of snow
clearing activities as long as
the surface is well‐
constructed; prone to
uneven settling if the
subsurface is not adequately
prepared and compacted,
which can lead to puddles
and/or ice patches –
increasing maintenance
requirements. Units allow
for repair of small sections
without whole‐scale repairs
required.

Pavers can actually enhance
accessibility by using them to
highlight changes or features along a
trail. For example, small sections of
paver units (in combination with
other surface types) can help alert
people to a road crossing,
wayfinding decision point, grade
change, or trail edge.
http://www.wgpaver.com/wp‐
content/uploads/2012/11/BIA‐
TN14E.pdf
Permeable pavers can reduce the
impact to the environment by
reducing runoff and allowing greater
rainfall infiltration.

Pedestrian only path indicated with pavers

Classic herringbone pattern lends formality

Permeable pavers reduce impacts

Surface
Type
Gravel
or
Crushed
Granite

Cost

Accessibility

Aesthetics

Maintenance

Other Notes

$

Fair accessibility when
properly constructed.
Slows cyclists down,
which can be a benefit,
but can also reduce the
ability to stop/avoid
collision due to skidding.
Slopes can be especially
challenging for
accessibility for disabled
as well as cyclists.

Best suited to natural sites,
although crushed granite is
also gaining popularity in
urban areas because it is
more refined and comes in a
variety of colors. Blends well
with natural vegetation and
a loose edge. When edging
is used, gravel often
migrates anyway resulting in
an unkempt look.

Granular trail surfaces
required more regular
maintenance and repairs
than asphalt, concrete, or
pavers in order to maintain a
regular surface and address
erosion/migration of the
material.

Gravel and crushed granite are
preferable for pedestrians and
joggers because it is generally easier
on joints than pavement.
Depending on compaction, crushed
gravel/granite can be essentially
impermeable to rain, resulting in
puddles and substantial runoff.
The flexibility of gravel allows for
more variation in trail alignment and
can enable avoidance of trees better
than concrete.

Gravel trail in a rural area

Local crushed granite ‐ urban waterfront

Gravel trail with wood edging

